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Abstract



Nowadays, database services are very essential for the majority of companies and organisations to accomplish their tasks. Furthermore, in visiting many websites, namely, Google, Summon, Yahoo, Amazon, or thousands of smaller sites which provide information, there are databases behind the scenes serving up the information you apply for. Companies and organisations also maintain all their records in databases. Every company uses various applications to manage their tasks, and also those applications use different databases to store and manipulate data. Although, lots of companies and organisations use the databases to carry out their tasks, but there are some issues that may be occurring while working. Two common issues which may be happening are security and ethical issues. Therefore, the major aim of this project is to reduce or deal with these two issues by providing a product that can be used for monitoring databases while working. The development process that used during this project was the Dynamic Software Development Method (DSDM). This project chose the DSDM agile method due to the fact that the phases of the DSDM seemed more helpful than the other agile methods for this project. Furthermore, agile methods can aid the project which has an allocated time to complete. The DSDM was used to obtain the requirements for a software product, and also used to develop the software. The phases of the DSDM could assist the product of this project to obtain and analyse requirements, design, and implementation. The result of this project is the product which can be used for monitoring the databases. The product was built by the JAVA programming language, and it used the RMI (Remote Method Invocation) to build the client/ server architecture of the project. In this project, three applications were created. Firstly, client (user) application, this application is used to manipulate data in the database, namely, add, delete, update, and search. Secondly, middleware application can be used for connecting the client application with the database. Lastly, monitor application, this application can also be used for monitoring the middleware application. The connection between these three applications was made by the JAVA RMI. A database that used in this project was built by the PostgreSQL object relational database management system. Moreover, the connection between the middleware application with the database was created by the JDBC (Java Database Connectivity). The product will be used by many companies and organisations due to the following points. 



It allows administrators to know about the number and name of users who are available in the system currently.







Time login/ logout of users can be known in the system. i







It allows administrators to monitor SQL queries which may be performed on today while working, or carried out on previous days.







It also gives the opportunity for administrators to provide and change the users‘ permission in the system.



The above points are the main points that the product provides. It also offers other features while working, such as search engine, contact information, and the others. So, those features will help companies and organisations to reduce security and ethical issues which may be occurring while working with the databases. In addition, the product is user-friendly, so new users will be able to use it in an easy way. Moreover, the product does not require lots of cost to apply. For these reasons, it may be used by lots of companies and organisations.
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Chapter One Introduction The introduction chapter provides the reader with a brief overview of the project, and also outlines what the dissertation hopes to achieve.



1.1 Introducing Project It is difficult to compare the technology of today with technology from years ago as vast improvements have been made, and continue to be made. Computers are a technology that has greatly evolved especially due to the fact that they can make our work lives easier. The database system is one branch of a computer system. It could be said that by improving certain aspects of computers, computer technology in general will also be improved. The database is one of the most important branches of computer technology since it can be used to store information for a period of time, and it also provides a mechanism to access and manipulate that information. Nowadays, the majority of companies and organisations use a database to manage their work due to the fact that tasks are easier and quicker to do by using the databases. A computer database is now commonly used in both small and large companies for storing information, or data for a period of time. Furthermore, Database Management System (DBMS) is useful to aid organisations, corporations, and companies to manage the complex data of any record. Database processing has always been an important topic in the study of information systems since the purpose of the database is to assist people to keep track of things, and also the majority of systems use a database as a middleware to store information. However, many companies and organisations use a database to perform tasks, but some security and ethical issues may occur while working on the database since the majority of software which is used to build a database does not provide a good monitoring section for users. Systems are different and have dissimilar strengths and weakness. So, you can monitor the weak points, but sometimes you should also monitor the strong points even though they rarely go wrong. The cost of fixing problems may be much more expensive than implementing a good monitor system, therefore, companies and corporations could save a lot of money by implementing a monitoring system. Monitoring is the systematic gathering and analysis of information or data as a project development. The main aim of the monitoring system is to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of a project or organisation. System monitoring assists in keeping work, or tasks on track, and it is able to let management know when things are going wrong. Database monitoring is the monitoring of predefined events which generates a warning or message when a certain doorsill has been exceeded. This is done in an effort to ensure that issues do not become a problem. According to several 1



database companies, database monitoring is built to supporting production, in support of a Service Level Agreement (SLA), to keep an eye on development, and database performance. This project aims to build a good system for monitoring a database which was built by using PostgreSQL object relational database management system. Therefore, the results of this project may be used by many companies and organisations to reduce security and ethical issues while working on the database. This project contains a product which is used for monitoring a database, with a report that includes in-depth research on monitoring databases. The product in this project includes three applications, with the database. The connection between these three applications was built by using Remote Method Invocation (RMI), and the connection between applications and the database was created by using Java Database Connectivity (JDBC). The main programming language that was used to build this project is JAVA programming language.



1.2 Dissertation Outline Chapter two – Project Overview Chapter two provides the reader with some brief information about the project scope, and project supervisor. It also provides information about people relevant to the project, specifying problems, aims and objectives, and reasons for undertaking this project. Finally, it discusses how the author has managed this project. Chapter three – Literature Review This chapter provides all the necessary basic background information for this project. It begins by discussing which type of methodology has been used to develop the product and moves on to cover the tools and technologies used in creating a solution to the given problem. Furthermore, it also provides information about other topics that were discovered in this project, namely, security issues, usability and reusability of the system, (Human Computer Interaction (HCI), legal, ethical and privacy issues, testing, analysing project‘s requirements, and gathering data. It also discusses some existing systems. Chapter four – Professional Issues In this chapter a number of topics about professional issues which were of particular importance for the duration of this project are discussed, such as contractual agreement, privacy and confidentially, intellectual property and copyright, computer misuse, and safety issues.



2



Chapter five – Product Design This chapter provides various types of designs that were important to the development of the product of this dissertation. It gives a screen design for each page of the product, and also in order to understand the project it provides a conceptual diagram and project root definition. Furthermore, it presents different types of UML diagrams that were used by the product. Chapter six – System Implementation Chapter six in this dissertation provides the reader with an overview of the implementation of the product, with brief information for each page of the product. Chapter seven – System Testing This chapter contains a discussion of the testing strategies, and using some common types of testing which were used to test the product, for instance Unit, White and Black Box, Security, Usability, and Acceptance testing. Chapter eight – System Evaluation Chapter eight discusses the evaluation of the product to determine the quality of the product by formulating a judgment. Chapter nine – Conclusion and Future work This chapter provides the reader with a summary of the report, and the future work of the author on the product to improve and maintain it.
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Chapter Two Project Overview 2.1 Project Scope The scope of this project is to create an efficient system in the form of a product that allows users, namely, companies and organisations to monitor a database while working. The application will be easy to use, which means it will be user-friendly by providing an easy interface. To produce the product, this project uses the JAVA programming language, and RMI (Remote Method Invocation) to build the JAVA architecture (Client and Server). Furthermore, the project will use PostgreSQL object relational database management system to make a database, and JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) to connect the JAVA language with the PostgreSQL database. The project uses these technologies to create a solution. The solution will be more helpful to reduce security and ethical issues while working on the database by monitoring users, SQL (Structured Query Language) queries, and provide/ change user‘s permission. Furthermore, the out of scope of the system is: it will not be able to monitor the system performance and system hardware failure since the main focus of the product should not copy existing systems.



2.2 Project Supervisor The supervisor of this project is Dr Lukas Chrpa who is from the Czech Republic. This project gained many benefits from the experiences of the supervisor to help it reach its conclusion. Furthermore, the supervisor assisted the author by clarifying things which were difficult to understand, and gave feedback which was helpful to the accomplishment of this project. Face-to-face discussions and use of email were two ways that the supervisor used to assist the author with this dissertation.



2.3 People Relevant to Project In order to complete the project, it was essential to liaise with certain people who have more knowledge and experience doing a dissertation, development, and computer science. All these people are mentioned below. 



Stakeholders – Stakeholders always assisted this project to achieve. That means every time the author of this thesis had a question or a problem, they could give assistance to solve or to find the best way to solve the problem by giving their views. These people helped this project in various ways, such as analysing requirements, designing the product, gathering information and product security. For these reasons, 4



it can be said that these people were very important for this project. (See section ten of the Terms of Reference in appendix A for further information on stakeholders). 



The author’s friends and other students – This group of people were doing a Master‘s in computer science. They were important to the completion of this project as they assisted with testing the product, answering the questionnaire, and also they provided extra crucial information to improve the product.







People outside the UK – These people are from Kurdistan. They were also important for the project since they assisted the product while building the database.



2.4 Problem Specification There are many existing systems which can be used for monitoring databases. These applications are used for monitoring system performance and hardware failure, but they cannot be used for monitoring ‗Users‘ and SQL queries while working on the database. Several issues may occur while working on the database, namely, security and ethical issues. Sometimes, unauthorised access may occur in the system to break it down, but we do not know about them and we cannot avoid them. Furthermore, some sensitive SQL queries, such as ‗Delete‘ and ‗Update‘ may be carried out in the system, but we do not know who performed them and when they were achieved. Therefore, these problems are the major reasons for doing this project.



2.5 Project Aims and Objectives The primary aim of this project is to produce a product which can be used for monitoring users and SQL queries while working on the database. This product can facilitate companies and organisations which are using a database to manage their work to reduce the two most common issues: security and ethical issues while working on the database. The overall objective is to develop a product that contains three applications with a database which will be built by PostgreSQL object relational database management system. Therefore, this project uses these three applications and the database to create a solution. These three applications are outlined below. 



Client (User) application – This is used to provide an easy interface for users to access and manipulate data in the database.







Middleware application – This application is used as a middleware between the client application and the database because it assists the client application to connect with the database. The client application cannot access the database directly. The
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connection between the client and middleware applications is created by the JAVA RMI (Remote Method Invocation). 



Application monitoring – This application is used for monitoring the database by providing a monitoring screen for administrators. It works on the middleware application since it is used as a middleware between the client application and the database. Therefore, if anything happens on the middleware application, it may directly be shown in the application monitoring. The connection between the middleware application and the application monitoring will also be built by the JAVA RMI. The main architecture of this project is shown below.



Application monitoring



ap Clien pli ca t tio n



PostgreSQL



Middleware application



JDBC



Figure 2-1. The main architecture of the project



The product that will be built for this project provides many features while using it for monitoring databases. Some more important features offered by the product are mentioned below. 



Users can be monitored by the administrators while using a database. This is more important when unauthorised access occurs in the system since the administrators can see all users who are working on the database currently.







The administrators will also be able to know about the number of users who are available in the system at any given time.







Administrators can also monitor the user‘s time login and logout to and from the system. This feature aids companies and organisations to know when employees are starting and finishing work.







The system also provides a good search engine to search user‘s time login and logout on a specific date.
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All SQL queries can also be monitored in the system. So, it is also more important to reduce ethical issues since it allows administrators to know who executed SQL queries, for instance ‗Insert‘, ‗Delete‘, ‗Update‘, and ‗Select‘, and when they were executed.







The administrators can search for SQL queries executed at a specific time and on a specific date.







The system allows administrators to provide permission for users, so users cannot do tasks that are outside their permissions. Users are divided into four classes in the system; these classes‘ works are highlighted below. o



Users in class ‗D‘ – Users in this class cannot carry out ‗Insert‘, ‗Delete‘, and ‗Update‘ queries on tables in the database, but they can search for an applicant profile in the system.



o



Users in class ‗C‘ – Users in this class can perform ‗Insert‘ and ‗Select‘ queries on the tables in the database.



o



Users in class ‗B‘ – They will be able to execute ‗Insert‘, ‗Select‘, and ‗Update‘ queries on the tables in the database.



o



Users in class ‗A‘ – Users in class A are the same as users in class B, but the difference between them is users in class A can carry out ‗Delete‘ query on tables in the database while users in class B cannot execute ‗Delete‘ query.







The system also allows administrators to change user‘s permission.



Finally, from these features and the other features provided by the system, security and ethical issues while working on the database will be reduced.



2.6 Reasons for Undertaking this Project Nowadays, there are a lot of software applications that can be used to build databases. These software applications can be found for free on the Internet. Therefore, they do not provide any features which are more important to use, such as a monitoring section. By using these applications a number of issues may be happening while working since nobody knows who carried out tasks, or if something happened illegally. Furthermore, unauthorised access can so easily break down the system. Therefore, it can be said that the monitoring section is more and more important to manage and protect information in the database. According to some existing systems, if these applications provide a monitoring section, they may not be user-friendly, or they may require a lot of money to apply. For these two reasons (cost and user-friendly), many companies and organisations ignore a monitoring system to 7



manage their work. Additionally, this project attempted to solve these problems and provide an application that will be user-friendly, and does not cost a lot to apply.



2.7 Project Management In this section, information about managing this project is highlighted. The issues that were more important to the success of this project, namely, Software Development Method, supervisor‘s meetings, solving risks and project plan are discussed in further detail below.



2.7.1 Software Development Method One of the most important ways used to successfully implement a project is to by using a software development method since it assists the project to complete efficiently and it helps to break down tasks until they become easy to accomplish. This project used the Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM) which is an agile method to develop the product; this is necessary due to the fact that software development methods aid developers to develop software applications effectively. Furthermore, the DSDM can also assist projects which have an allocated time to complete. This project had to be completed in three months. Therefore, the DSDM helped a lot to achieve and to carry out tasks on time. Moreover, the DSDM phases have been more helpful to develop the product of this project because they made tasks easy to perform, and also it allowed the developer of this project to return back to previous phases if there was a problem or something was missed in previous phases. This project used the DSDM phases for: analysing and understanding requirements, dividing the requirements into functional and non-functional, designing the product, and implementing the product. The phases of the DSDM are mentioned below. 



Feasibility Study.







Business Study.







Functional Model Iteration.







Design and Building Iteration.







Implementation.



2.7.2 Supervisor’s Meetings In any project, the connection between the author of the project and the supervisor of the project is important to manage the project successfully and the supervisor assists the project to continue in the right direction in order to achieve its aim. During this project, the author had some important meetings with the supervisor, and these meetings were significant to the success of this project since at every meeting the author discussed with the supervisor some topics which were difficult to understand. Also, these meetings aided the project author to manage the project effectively as the supervisor‘s views were used to manage and improve 8



the project. Also, the supervisor was aware about any progress on the project. Furthermore, meetings also assisted the author to find solutions to the project‘s problems as the supervisor could help find the best solution to solve the problem. These meetings were held by using email and face-to-face.



2.7.3 Risks While doing any project, some risks may arise. These risks are different from one topic to another. In this project, some risks did arise during work, but the author was able to manage and solve them. Three common risks that arose while doing this project are mentioned below. 



Time constraints – This project had an allocated time to achieve, so the author had to manage their time effectively . The DSDM and project‘s schedule were used to manage time successfully.







Some points in the technical part were difficult to carry out, so the author had a problem with them, but after doing extensive research he could solve them.







RMI (Remote Method Invocation) that was used to build the architecture of the product could not be found for free on the Internet, so after the expiration of the RMI license trail the product did not work for two days. Therefore, the author solved this problem by buying the RMI license. The following figure shows the receipt of the RMI license that the author bought.



Figure 2-2. The RMI receipt
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2.7.4 Project Schedule The project schedule is another way that assisted the project to success since it aids to complete the project on time. It helped the author to foresee the tasks which might be coming after the current once. Therefore, it was very important to manage the tasks. Furthermore, the schedule was helping the project to ensure that its framework would run to a successful time plan in order to accomplish the objectives. In this section, the project schedule is presented and how the project times were managed effectively are shown. Below are Gantt charts which present the various steps which have been taken to complete this project with the time that was required to finish the steps. The project schedule is divided into three parts, namely, research, technical, and report parts.
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Research Part – In this part Terms of Reference has completed, and also the research about many parts of the project has been carried out.



Figure 2-3. Research part Gantt chart
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Technical Part – This section presents the technical part of the project that followed the DSDM agile method to develop the product. Furthermore, it also shows how many days were required to develop and test the product.



Figure 2-4. Technical part Gantt chart
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Report Part – This section presents the report part of the project and days which were needed to be achieved.



Figure 2-5. Report part Gantt chart
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Chapter Three Literature Review 3.1 Methodology Software system methodology is a procedure which is to be used in major software development, practice and research. These specialised techniques can be utilised for finding the scientific truth, designing effective system, and building a good interpretation of social phenomena. This section of the thesis will be found the different methodologies that are used in software development, and decided to choose one method that will be most helpful to design and build the product of this dissertation.



3.1.1 What is Software Development Methodology and Why Methodology is a set of general principles which guide practitioners or managers in the selection of the particular method suited to a specific project or task. In the term of object oriented, it could be said that a methodology is a type while a method is its ‗instantiation‘ on a particular project (Bennett et al., 2010). Avison and Fitzgerald (2006) also describe a methodology as a collection of components. Normally, each methodology has techniques, tools, and a documentation aid which is intended to assist the system developer in his/ her efforts to develop an IS (Information System). What is more, there is a life cycle or structure that includes and organises the procedure. In the term of software development, developers attempt to choose one or more methodologies while developing software since methodologies are more helpful for developers during developing software. Methodologies can also assist developers to select an easy way to develop software because developers can understand of the all requirements of the software by using one type of methodology. Furthermore, methodologies have lots of advantages for developers while developing software. So, this thesis will present some advantages of methodologies. These advantages are highlighted below (Bennett et al., 2010). 



The use of methodology assists to make a better quality of product, acceptable to the users, in terms of documentation standards, consistency of the software, and maintainability.







A methodology will be able to aid to ensure that user requirements are met completely.







A methodology can also help the project manager, by giving a better control of project implementation and decrease in overall development costs.
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A methodology promotes communication between project members, by defining important participants and interactions, and also by giving a structure to the entire process.







The methodology will be able to encourage the transmission of know – how throughout an organisation via the standardisation of procedure and documentation.



3.1.2 Types of Software Development Methodology 3.1.2.1 Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) This section will focus on Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) with different types of SDLC. SDLC is the engineering standard widely used in the field of IT (Information Technology) for developing a system that will satisfy its requirements. SDLC is also a standard for producing a good product or project depends on its requirement of aim and objectives (Lewis, 2008). Nowadays, many organisations attempt to use the SDLC for the system development process, however the process of system development may be different depending on the requirement implementation of the product as well as the organisation, but the basic principle remains the same for any kind of system development process. The information system organisations and the software industries use the SDLC as an alternative solution to connect the project efficiency, cost and its actual requirements as shown in figure below. Initial Idea



Feasibility Study Review



Requirement Analysis Maintenance



System Development Life Cycle (SDLC)



System Analysis



Implementation Specification



Testing System Design



Development



Figure 3-1. System Development Life Cycle (Lewis, 2008)



The above figure indicates that, every system or project will start with an initial idea, and then the supporting feasibility study. Also, discussion of the initial idea helps to find out the 15



fundamental requirements of the system that will be developed. Next, the system analyst works out the strategy for additional specifications as well as the system designs based on the actual requirements. Once the system is developed, then the cycle will tend towards the testing to make sure that the design product or project meets its requirements. After the testing the system is eligible to implement that it is required. The SDLC can be classified into many different types that based on the flow, and the structure of the life cycle. However, the basic principle remains the same. This thesis will be defined four most common types of SDLC (Cadle and Yeates, 2008). These types are discussed below. Waterfall Model – Waterfall Model is a liner sequential flow. In which development is seen steadily downwards throughout the phases of software implementation. That means any phase in the development process starts only if previous phase has been finished. Incremental Model – Incremental Model is also another model that is used to develop software, and it is developed to overcome the weakness of the waterfall model. The main idea behind an incremental model is to develop a system via repeated cycles and in smaller portions at a time. Furthermore, it allows developers to take the benefits of what was learned throughout the development of earlier parts of the system. Spiral Model – Spiral model is really preferred for large, complicated, and expensive project. Also spiral model uses the same phases as the waterfall model, in basically the same order, risk management, separated by planning, and the building of prototypes. Rapid Application Development – This model is quite different from the above three models. Rapid Application Development (RAD) is a development life cycle designed to provide much faster development and higher quality results than the traditional life cycle.



3.1.2.2 Agile Methodology The term of ―Agile Method‖ has been around for more than a decade, while the foundation concepts and most of the main principles associated with agile software development have been around for much longer. In actual fact, there is still no complete agreement on what agile software development is, but it can say the certain agile methods aim to answer a need to develop software quickly, in an environment of rapidly changing requirements (Greer and Hamon, 2011). Therefore, if any project is required a limited time to complete, developers should focus on agile methods to choose since it helps projects to finish on time. Agile methodology typically breaks down tasks, or requirements into small increments with minimal long term planning. Furthermore, the agile method is very useful in the handling of problems which are charachterised by speed, change, and confusion (Stober and Hansmann, 2009).
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The core principles of agile software development are really quite simple. These principles are outlined below (Stober and Hansmann, 2009). 



Individuals and interactions over process and tools.







Working software over comprehensive documentation.







Customer collaboration over contract negotiation.







Responding to change over following a plan.



Agile methods encourage an iterative mechanism for making software, and they further increase the iterative nature of the software life cycle by tightening ‗Design-Code-Test‘ loop to at least once a day as opposed to once per iteration. Moreover, agile software development includes some important methods, namely, Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM), Agile Unified Process (AUP), Scrum, Extreme Programming (XP), Crystal Clear, Feature Driven Development (FDD), Open Unified Process (OpenUP), with the other methods. Each of them uses for specific project based on the project‘s requirements.



3.1.3 Chosen Methodology After gathering the research, the author of this thesis decided to adopt the agile methodology due to the time scale that has been allocated for this dissertation. The author also decided to select Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM) to develop the product since the phases of the DSDM seemed more helpful than the other agile methods to develop the product.



3.1.3.1 Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM) Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM) is a management and control framework for agile project delivery, it is created and maintained by the UK based DSDM consortium on 1994 which includes both ‗vender‘ and ‗expert‘ (Bennett et al., 2010). The DSDM is one of the components of the agile methods that are used for developing software which forms part of the agile alliance. Also, DSDM is a framework based originally around RAD, supported by its continuous user participation in an iterative development and incremental approach that is responsive to altering requirements, in order to develop a system which meets the business needs on time and on budget. Furthermore, DSDM finds itself on the same level as Scrum method, which means it lists a small number of practices for project management of software development (Stapleton and DSDM Consortium, 2003). The main aim of the DSDM to deliver systems in a time scale that would be impossible using the other methodologies, such as waterfall. This means work processes have to be managed 17



differently through Timebox which is a short period of time within a project when something is produced to define quality objectives. There are some key features that the DSDM is provided for users. 



DSDM is iterative.







Based on the 80/ 20 principle (That means we can build 80% of the system in 20% of the time, and the system is not perfect at the first time).







Assumes requirements will change as system development and understanding increases.







Focuses on business needs, not IT needs.



The author of this dissertation decided to follow the DSDM agile method to develop the product because of the following advantages (Stapleton and DSDM Consortium, 2003). 



Early implementation to business problems.







The final system is more likely to meet the users‘ real business requirements.







Users more likely to accept ownership of the computer system.







Breaks down tasks into small increments with minimal long term planning.







Risks of building the wrong computer system are reduced.







IT professional and end user becomes partner.







Implementation is more likely to go smoothly, due to the co-operation of all parties concerned with development.







Empowerment.



The Dynamic System Development Method consists of five phases, of which some might be omitted in a concrete project implementation. Each phase owns some key tasks (see figure 3-2), and can be modified to contain lots of tasks as appropriate, which might be necessary when combined the DSDM with the other development methods.
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Figure 3-2. DSDM process diagram (Stapleton and DSDM Consortium, 2003)



All the DSDM phases are mentioned below (Stapleton and DSDM Consortium, 2003). 1. Feasibility Study – The usual consideration in a Feasibility Study is a definition of the problems or issues to be addressed, appraisal of the likely costs, and technical possibility of delivering a computer system to solve the business problem. 2. Business Study – Business Study provides the basis for all subsequent tasks. Similar to the Feasibility Study, the Business Study is as short as possible, while achieving enough understanding under the requirements. Also in this phase, the basic architectural framework of the required system is prepared. 3. Functional Model Iteration – It can be said that this phase is one of the two iterative phases of the life cycle. The major focus in this phase is on building the prototype iteratively and obtaining it reviewed from the users in carrying out the requirements of the wanted system. Moreover, the prototype is improved via demonstration for the user, and taking the feedback and incorporating the changes. 4. Design and Building Iteration – This phase stresses on ensuring that the prototypes are satisfactorily and correctly engineered to suit their operational environment. All components of the software are designed throughout the functional modeling are further refined until they accomplish a satisfactory standard. Finally, the product should be ready for implementation in this phase.
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5. Implementation – Implementation phase is the last development stage in this methodology. In this phase the users will be trained, and the system is actually put into the operational environment. What is more, as it has be shown in the figure 3-2, each phase is allowed to go back to previous phases, while having a problem. This is a wonderful advantage of the agile methods over the others, such as in the waterfall model cannot go back to previous phases after completing each phase. So, in the DSDM method, if developers did something in a wrong way, they will be able to go back and fix it since the DSDM allows developers to go back to previous phases.



3.1.3.2 Applying the DSDM Phases to Develop the Product This section explains how the product in this dissertation applied the DSDM phases to develop. In the first phase, the author attempted to clarify and understand the problem, and to understand the requirements of the system. Also, the risks and cost of the system have been discussed by the author. System plan was created until it will be used to accomplish the system on time. Three days were required to complete the first phase. Like the first phase, the author used the second phase to understand more of the system‘s requirements, and requirements were divided into functional and non-functional. Moreover, the priority of the requirements was done until the author knew about which requirement should be achieved at first, and which requirements were not important to the system. Then the main architecture of the product was built on the paper till the author knew about how he could build the product. In addition, in the end of this phase the author understood of the all requirements of the system. This phase was required two days to complete. In the third phase, the author demonstrated all requirements with the users of the system till requirements could be separated into functional and non-functional which may not be demonstrated in the product. In this phase, the plan for the design and implementation system has been achieved. The third phase was needed three days to achieve. In the design phase, the author was designed screen design for all requirements of the system. Moreover, UML diagrams, such as Use Case, Activity, Sequence, and Class were used to create the product design since UML diagrams are more helpful to clarify the requirements. Also the author wrote the root definition for the system until users can understand what the system is, and why it was built. So, the design phase was needed eight to nine days to complete. In the last phase, the system has been implemented (which means the system was changed from the design into computer environment) and also the document for user‘s training was prepared until users will be able to use the system by following that 20



document. The last phase required eighteen days to complete. Since the DSDM allows users to return back for previous phases, so sometime the author was returned back to the previous phases to fix or change something in the system. This was happening a lot between design and implementation phases.



3.2 Technical Research 3.2.1 Computer Programming Language Computer program means a sequence of instructions that will make a computer follows and runs a program based on those instructions. The instructions are collected of a sequence of on and off, namely, 010011100010011, which a computer follows as it runs them via the processor, turning switches on and off. In terms of computer many programmers use programming language to find the best way to solve problems. Moreover, programming language one of the most important things in the computer science since the computer will not be able to carry out any tasks without programming language, and people cannot talk with computers without programming language. Programming language assists computer to understand what people want to do. Computer programming is an activity invented lots of components, such as comprehension of a problem, debugging, composition, and verification. Whilst each of those components demands an interaction of several complex cognitive skills, one of the most challenging is debugging, and the process of locating and making errors in a faulty program. Because many skills required for successful programming are alike to those required for computer programming, and effective problem solving (Casey, 1997). It may not be able to classify programming language due to the fact that there is no single standard for classifying programming language. In reality, dozens of categorised is by paradigm which provides the programmer‘s view of code execution (Pandey, 2008). The most popular objectoriented programming languages involve JAVA, C#, VB (Visual Basic), C++, and Python. JAVA is a programming language, and developed by the Sun Microsystems. JAVA became generally available in 1995. JAVA programming language is based on C++ language and shows substantial similarity to it. In the initial stage, JAVA was probably best known as a programming language used on the Internet to build an amazing effect on the websites (Skansholm, 2004). Nowadays, lots of programmers attempt to use JAVA programming language to manage their work since JAVA provides lots of features for users, such as Simplicity, Portable, Robust, Object Oriented, Distributed, Dynamic, Secure, Performance, and the others.
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3.2.2 Chosen JAVA Programming Language As it mentioned about some JAVA features in the previous section, however there are a majority of JAVA features to use. This report will be looking at some features that can be more helpful for the prototype which will be built for this dissertation, and those features made the author to choose the JAVA language. Also, the previous experiences of the author about JAVA language helped him to choose it to work. The following features are some features that made the author to choose the JAVA language. 



Simple: There are different features which make the JAVA language as a simple. Firstly, programs by JAVA language are too easy to write and debug since JAVA language does not use pointers explicitly that is much harder to write. Secondly, it also provides the bug free system due to the strong memory management. Lastly, the JAVA language has the automatic memory ―Allocation‖ and ―Deallocation‖ system.







JAVA is Object-Oriented: it could be said that JAVA language is an object-oriented programming since according to Krishna (2007), if in any programming language has these three characteristics: Inheritance, Encapsulation, and Polymorphism, it can say that language is an object-oriented programming, while JAVA has those characteristics. Object-oriented programming languages consist of a number of objects that work in conjunction with each other and which are described with the help of classes.







The JAVA language contains several classes to generate GUI (Graphical User Interface). GUI assists applications to be more user-friendly, so it is more important to use (Skansholm, 2004).







Distributed: JAVA language can also be used with these popular protocols: HTTP1, TCP2, UDP3 and FTP4, so programmers can call functions on these protocols and can obtain access the files from any remote machines.







Platform Independent: One of the most important features of JAVA is platform5independent because the programs written in JAVA on one platform will be able to run on any platform provided the platform must have the JVM (Java Virtual Machine).



1



HTTP: Hyper Text Transfer Protocol.



2



TCP: Transmission Control Protocol.



3



UDP: User Datagram Protocol.



4



FTP: File Transfer Protocol.
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By platform it means a kind of operating system that runs on a certain type of computer, such as Windows (NT, 98, 2000, seven etc), UNIX, and Linux.
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JAVA is not a single language that provides this feature, but it can be said that JAVA language is closer to this feature (Skansholm, 2004). 



Secure: Since JAVA language does not use a memory pointer explicitly, so programs run under an area known as the sandbox6. Security manager in JAVA determines the accessibility options of a class, such as reading and writing a file to the local disk (Zhang, 2000).







Parallel Program: JAVA language makes it possible to write parallel program that supports multi-threading. That means JAVA program can describe several activities going on simultaneously (Skansholm, 2004).







Robust: There are some features that make JAVA language is robust. Firstly, it has the strong memory allocation, and automatic garbage collection mechanism. Secondly, JAVA language provides the powerful exception handling and type checking mechanism that is more powerful than the other programming languages. Finally, errors and interpreter in the program will be checking by the JAVA compiler, so JAVA compiler checks run time error and makes the system secure from crash (Krishna, 2007).







JAVA language provides JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) that is used to connect with the database, so using the JAVA language to connect to the database is so easier than the other programming languages.



3.2.3 Multi-Tier Architecture Multi-Tier (3-Tier) architecture is a software architecture in which different software components, organised by layers (tiers), provide dedicated functionality (Edwards, 1999). Furthermore, Multi-Tier architecture assists developers to understand a complex application rules that will be implemented in the application server. The most general occurrence of a Multi-Tier architecture is a 3-Tire architecture consisting of a data management, application tier, and a client tier. Multi-Tier architecture splits the processing load between:
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Clients that run the GUI (Graphical User Interface).







The application server running the business logic.







The database or/ and legacy application.



Sandbox: it is a security mechanism for separating running programs.
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The following figure shows all tiers in the Multi-Tier architecture.



Figure 3-3. Multi-Tier architecture (Edwards, 1999)



The architecture that was built for the prototype in this dissertation is a kind of the Multi-Tier architecture because it contains three tiers. 



Tier one: It contains the client application which provides the GUI for users.







Tier two: It contains a middleware application which is used as a middleware to connect the client application with the database. It also contains a monitoring application that is used to monitor middleware application.







Tier three: it contains a database that was created by PostgreSQL to manage information in the system.



Figure 3-4 presents all tiers in the product multi-tier architecture of this dissertation.
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Figure 3-4. Product Multi-Tier architecture
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3.2.4 Client/ Server Architecture The client and server is a distributed computing model in which applications request services from the server process. The client and server computing is a new technology that yields solutions to lots of management issues faced by modern organisations (Singh and Yadav, 2009). Nowadays, it can be seen that the majority of network applications are divided into two parts: client and server. Furthermore, the term of client/ server is used to describe a computing model for a development of comuterised systems. That model is based on distribution of functions or resources between two types of ―Independent‖ and ―Autonomous‖ processes: client and server. In the client/ server architecture, client application or program sends a message or a request to a server through the network, and server application or program listens for clients‘ requests that are transmitted via network (Callaghan et al., 2007). So, if we look at the client and server architecture in the product of this dissertation, clients send a message to the server to obtain services, those messages request the server to perform tasks, for instance looking up an applicant record in the database. Also, the server provides lots of services to work on the database, such as add applicant profile, delete applicant profile, update applicant profile, search for applicant profile, and the others. Therefore, the server receives a client‘s request and performs actions, such as database queries. Furthermore, client and server architecture could be considered as a network environment which exchanges data between a server machine and a client machine where the server contains several resources which may be shared by various clients. Moreover, the server and clients can reside on the same computer, or on different computers that are linked by a network, if the server and clients work on the various machines, the server will be able to provide services for more than one client. The following figure shows that client and server on the same machine, and on the various machines.
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Figure 3-5. Client/ Server architecture
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3.2.5 JAVA Networking The term of networking means communication between two or lots of computers that have a connection by network links. Computers in the network can send information to other computers, and receive data from the others. Networking can add lots of power to a simple program, and with networks, a single program will be able to retrieve data stored in millions of computers located anywhere in the world. Nowadays, there are lots of object-oriented programming languages that can be used to create a network application, namely, JAVA, C#, C++, and the other languages. One of the biggest secrets about JAVA language is that it makes writing network easy. In actual fact, it is far easier to write network programmes in JAVA language than the other programming language (Harold, 2004). Furthermore, JAVA language provides solutions to a number of issues (platform-independent and security) that are crucial to the Internet applications, while they are difficult to address in the other programming languages. According to Harold (2004), JAVA was the first programming language designed from the ground up with network in mind. Also, as the global Internet continues to grow, JAVA language is uniquely suited to make the next generation of network applications. The JAVA language provides a java.net package which contains lots of classes and interfaces that are used to write a program for networking. Moreover, JAVA has a good relationship with some common protocols, namely, HTTP, UDP, TCP, and FTP, so it is so easy to use them with the JAVA programming language.



3.2.6 Distributed Object System In general, the term of distributed object refers to software modules which are designed to work together, however reside either in multiple machines which are connected through a network, or in various processes inside the same machine. One object or instance will send a message to another instance in a remote computer to carry out several tasks, and then the result will be sent back to the calling object (Farley, 1998). The main goal of the most distributed object systems is to allow any objects reside anywhere on the network, and let an application to have a connection with those objects precisely the same way as they do with a local object. In a distributed system, executing process on one machine will be required to interact with an executing process on the other machine. So, there are some various ways that can be achieved a distributed object, such as Sockets, RPC (Remote Procedure Call), CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture), and RMI (Remote Method Invocation). JAVA socket is a method for establishing communication links between client and server programs across a LAN7, WAN8, or the Internet. Also, it will be happening 7



LAN: Local Area Network



8



WAN: Wide Area Network
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between processes within a computer. A socket can consider the endpoint in a connection (Calvert and Donahoo, 2008). An option to socket is RPC that abstracts the communication interface to the level of procedure call. CORBA is a standard developed by the OMG9 (Object Management Group) to provide ―interoperability‖ among distributed object. Furthermore, CORBA is language independent, so it will be able to write client and server programs in a variety of language that have CORBA mapping, such as it can be written server by JAVA language, while client program written by C++ language (Brose et al., 2001). What is more, since the prototype that built for this dissertation was used the RMI to distributed objects between the server and the clients, so in the next section will be looking at the RMI. In JAVA distributed object, a remote object is one whose methods will be able to invoke from another JVM, possibly on a different host. Objects are described by one or lots of remote interfaces that are JAVA interfaces which declare methods of the remote object. Finally, a distributed computing is used when there is a central resource, such as a database that will be shared between a lot of users or clients.



3.2.6.1 What is RMI and How It Works In the local applications, objects will be able to make a communication with the other objects inside the application through methods. Therefore, it would be desirable for the distributed case to have a similar consistent communication paradigm available that would allow the remote call of the method. For that reason, JAVA provides the Remote Method Invocation (RMI). The Java RMI represents a distributed object application, and it allows an object inside a JVM that is a client to invoke a method on an object running on a remote JVM that is a server, and then returning the results to the client. Moreover, RMI is a JAVA mechanism for calling methods of objects which do not run on the same JVM. Here the RMI offers full transparency, so that after the first initialization, a call can be used in exactly the same way as in the local case (Boger, 2001). The RMI designed for JAVA language, so it must be writing both sides: client and server by the JAVA language. That means RMI cannot work with the other programming languages. The following figure shows the general architecture of the RMI.
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OMG: OMG is a group of people who aim at sitting standards for distributed object oriented system. 27
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Figure 3-6. General architecture of the RMI system (Pitt and McNiff, 2001)



Furthermore, the interface which client and server use to interact with each other provides via, stub and skeleton, remote reference, and transport layer (Grosso, 2002). 



Stub and Skeleton – They are the JAVA objects which act as proxies for a client and a server respectively, also the network related code will be placed in the stub and skeleton objects. Therefore, client and server will not have to manage the network and sockets in their code.







Remote references layer handles the making of management of remote objects.







Transport layer is the protocol which sends remote object requests over the network.



So, the following architecture presents the relationship between them.
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Figure 3-7. RMI architecture (Boger, 2001)
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RMI applications are usually divided into two separate programmes: a server program and a client program. On one side, a server program makes a number of remote instances (objects), and then it creates references to these remote objects available, and also it waits for clients to invoke methods on those remote objects. On the other side, a client program obtains a remote reference to one or more remote instance in the server and then it invokes methods on them (JavaTM Tutorials, n.d). It could be seen, RMI provides the best mechanism by which a server and a client can make a communication, and they can pass data back and forward. So, applications which are used in that mechanism need the following requirements (JavaTM Tutorials, n.d). 



Locate remote object – Applications will be able to use several mechanisms to gain references to remote objects. Furthermore, an application can register its remote objects with RMI simple naming ability, the ―rmiregister‖, or the application will be able to pass and return object references as part of its usual operation.







Communicate with remote objects – RMI handled the communication between remote objects, and also communication looks like a standard method invocation.







Load class that contains byte code which are moved as parameters, or return values.



The following figure illustrates that an RMI application which uses the registry to obtain references to a remote object. A server calls the registry to connect with a remote object, and a client looks up the remote object by its name in the server registry, and then a method in it.
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Figure 3-8. Server and Client use the RMI registry (JavaTM Tutorials, n.d)
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3.2.6.2 JAVA RMI Scalability In general, the scalability of the system to increase the amount of the useful work as resources, and load is added to the system. So, if the system has a higher scalability, which means lots of users will be able to work on it and vice versa. In this section, it will be found the scalability of the Java RMI, and how it can be improved for the system. As mentioned in the previous section, RMI can only work with the JAVA language, and also the scalability of the JAVA language is better than the other languages for distributed system (Bulka, 2000), so it can be said that JAVA scalability has an impact on the RMI scalability. JAVA language also uses the garbage collection10 for recycling objects, and memory management, so the program will be able to gain some spaces that will be used by a new object to be allocated. Furthermore, the program can be used it to fragmentation which is used to obtain more spaces for the program until the program can accept new objects which may be coming during a work (Meehan and Lunney, 2001). That means garbage collection will be able to assist a programmer to find free locations in the system. In addition, that mechanism is more helpful to improve the scalability of the JAVA RMI application. What is more, since the RMI is working in the area of the networking, so network bandwidth also has an effect on the scalability of the system by increasing the bandwidth of the network it will be able to increase the scalability of the system since according to Villela and Duarte (2001), by increasing network bandwidth it will be able to improve the scalability of the network communication.



3.2.7 Database and Database Management System Nowadays, one of the technology terms which a lot of people have become familiar to hearing either at work, or while using the Internet is the database system. So, the database system is now such an integral part of our day-to-day life. The database has been used to be very technical term, though with the rise of computer system and IT (Information Technology) during our society, the database has become a household term, which means people have been familiar with the system of the database (Connolly and Begg, 2009). It can be said that a database is a structure set of data that can be stored in a computer system, that data will be people‘s information, numeric values, images, video, audio, or the other information. In order for a database system to be truthfully functional, it has not to only store huge amount of records well, but it should be accessed easily. In addition, new information should also be quite easy to input, and it should be so easy to change the data in it (Connolly and Begg, 2009). Moreover, it will be needed one software package which allows data to be effectively stored, retrieved and manipulated in the database system, that software package is a DBMS.
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Garbage Collection: It is a process of automatically freeing objects that are no longer referenced by the program.
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DBMS stands for a database management system that is a collection of programs which allows users or clients to specify the structure of the database, to make query and modify information in the database and to control access to it (Ward and Dafoulas, 2008). In actual fact, the database management system requires to interact with both of the OS (Operating System) and the database. Also, information stored in the DBMS can be accessed by multiple application programs, such as Oracle, PostgreSQL, MySQL, SQL Server, and the other applications. The following figure illustrates that how the DBMS can assist program applications to control the database. Database
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Program Application



Program Application
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Program Application



Figure 3-9. Relationship between application programs and database (Warrender, 2003)



3.2.8 PostgreSQL There are lots of Object Relational Database Management System (ORDBMS) that are used to manage, or control the databases, for instance Oracle, PostgreSQL, SQL Server, Db4o, MySQL, and the other ORDBMSs. In this section, it will be found a brief history and a description about PostgreSQL ORDBMS due to the fact that in this dissertation the database has been built by using PostgreSQL. In the late 1970 the University of California at Berkeley began development of PostgreSQL ancestor, a relational database known as Ingres. Then, in the round of 1986 Michael Stonebraker from the University of California led a team which added object oriented features to the core of Ingres that the new version known as Postgres. After that, Andrew Yu and Jolly Chen added SQL support to Postgres in the middle of 90s, after adding SQL support for Postgres, it is known as PostgreSQL (Douglas and Douglas, 2005). Nowadays, PostgreSQL is developed by an international group of open source software proponents know as PostgreSQL Development group. PostgreSQL is one of the most successful open source software products of recent time. Furthermore, PostgreSQL is a very powerful relational database manager that is more and more being used for large open source business applications (Douglas and Douglas, 2005). Also, according to Matthew and Stones (2005), it is an excellent implementation of relational database, open source, fully features, and frees to use. 31



3.2.8.1 PostgreSQL Pros Depends on the following advantages of the PostgreSQL, this project chose PostgreSQL to build the database. 



Cost – PostgreSQL can be found for free on the Internet. Therefore, it does not require any cost to install and use.







PostgreSQL provides a clear and complete documentation.







PostgreSQL is so easy, and quick to use (Blum, 2007).







Object relational – In PostgreSQL every table defines a class, it also implements inheritance between tables, and operators and functions are polymorphic (Douglas and Douglas, 2005).







PostgreSQL can support foreign keys, Joins, Views, Triggers, and stored procedures and objects.







Security – It uses the concept of roles which is more important for security. Furthermore, it offers the encryption in several levels, for instance password storage, specific column, and data across the network (Blum, 2007).







Transaction processing – PostgreSQL can protect data and coordinates multiple concurrent users via full transaction processing that is used by PostgreSQL is based on MVCC (Multi Version Concurrency Control) which provides much better performance that you would find with the other products that coordinate multiple users through tables, and row level looking (Douglas and Douglas, 2005).







Size – PostgreSQL is too easy to support multi-terabyte databases.







Multiple Client APIs – PostgreSQL will be able to support the development of user (client) applications in the majority of languages, such as JAVA, C++, Perl, C, Python, and the other languages (Douglas and Douglas, 2005).







Operating Systems – PostgreSQL can be implemented by lots of various platforms, such as UNIX, Linux, Windows, Mac OS, and the others (PostgreSQL, n.d).
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3.2.9 Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) The Sun was developed a single API (Application Programming Interface) for database access, that API is JDBC. JDBC stands for Java Database Connectivity, and it first appeared in JDK (Java Development Kit) 1.1 in 1997. JDBC is a set of programming APIs which allows easy connection to a wide range of databases through JAVA programming language. JDBC is used to connect a DBMS with the JAVA codes, so it assisted JAVA code to access the database (Parsian, 2005). To connect with any database the following requirements will be needed (Horstmann and Cornell, 2008). 



Driver – The driver must be registered. o



Class.forName (Driver); Driver – The driver is different from one DBMS to others, such as the driver for



PostgreSQL is ―org.postgresql.Driver‖; 



Connection – To connect to the database, here it required database name, the host where the DBMS is running and some login credentials. Connection connObject = DriverManager.getConnection (url, userName, password); url – It required the path of the DBMS that is used to build the database. The



o



following url is the url of the DBMS that is used to build the database for this project. url="jdbc:postgresql://"+host+"/"+nameDB; host – The name of the computer, or server that contains the DBMS. nameDB – The name of the database that you want to work on it.







o



userName – The user name of the DBMS that you use.



o



Password – The password of the DBMS.



To



execute



queries,



there



are



two



types



of



methods:



Statement



and



PreparedStatement that are used to send queries to the database; however the principle of these two methods is the same. 



Also data retrieved from the database as a ResultSet object, and a method that is used to obtain the results is executeQuery.







Close – If the database is finished with the connection, the connection should be closed. o



connObject.close();
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Furthermore, the JDBC API is defined by two packages (Parsian, 2005). 



Java.sql: It provides the API for accessing and processing data stored in a data source using JAVA programming language. Also this package provides the foundation, and most commonly used objects, such as Connection, ResultSet, Statement, and PreparedStatement.







Javax.sql: It provides the API for server side data source access, and processing of the JAVA programming language. According to JDK documentation, this package supplements the java.sql package, and it also provides services for J2EE (Java 2 Platform, Enterprise Edition), for instance DataSource and RowSet.



Figure 3-10 presents the structure of the JDBC.
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Figure 3-10. The JDBC architecture (Reese, 2000)
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3.3 Security As it can be seen, computer applications facilitate people to carry out tasks. Applications are part of a larger system which involves people, credit cards, white boards, people forms, and anything else that creates the whole system run. Secure system makes it hard for people to do things that they are not supposed to do, for instance, if we are looking at a bank system that is designed as a secure system; you cannot withdraw money from someone else account, for this reason you should use your card. In this section, it will be discussed on the JAVA security and network security since Java language used to build the system, and also the system needs the area of networking to work. Furthermore, some mechanisms which are used in the product of this dissertation to build a secure product will be found.



3.3.1 JAVA Security JAVA as a language has a number of features that are more helpful to build a secure system. The best known of the security feature is the ability of the JAVA language to run code in the ‗sandbox‘ that is essentially a collection of safe resources which a piece of code is permitted to access. Oaks discusses that ―the security of an application is determined by the security of the application from it run on, as well as the security of features designed into the application itself‖ (2001). JAVA provides support for security. Firstly, JAVA language does not have a pointer which makes it impossible for direct access to memory. Secondly, every time an array is accessed, the VM (Virtual Machine) checks the index to be sure that it is within the length of the array. So, if it is not, an exception is thrown. Therefore, these two features reduce the most common security hole happening with some programming languages, such as C, C++, and the other programming languages. JAVA language also provides an easy access to cryptography, which is the science of secret writing. JAVA language uses the following two libraries for security. 



java.security







javax.crypt



Furthermore, the JAVA security module is intended to protect users from the malicious code, however it is possible to write trusted code which accidentally allows the other codes to bypass some of these security mechanisms, some code will be able to access sensitive resources and information, namely, password, credit card, files, and the others. So, there should be no holes in the software that would allow someone to access that information without permission. There are three mechanisms that the JAVA language used to ensure safety (Horstmann and Cornell, 2008).
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Language designed on features (no pointer arithmetic, bounds checking on arrays, legal type conversions only, and the others).







The access control mechanism which controls what the code will be able to do (network access, file access, and the others).







The mechanism of code signing, whereby author‘s code can use standard cryptographic algorithms to validate JAVA code. Then, the users of the code will be able to determine exactly who made the code, and whether the code has been changed after it was signed.



In addition, developers who are going to use JAVA language should be aware about writing JAVA code since it is important to create a conscious decision about the accessibility of all member variables, methods, and classes. There are various levels to provide the accessibility for member variables, methods, and classes, namely, Public, Protected, Package-Private, and Private (Garms and Somerfield, 2003). Levels



Class itself



Sub class



Classes inside package



Any class (World)



Public Protected Package-Private Private Table 3-1. The accessibility of JAVA members



The above table presents 



Public – Any class will be able to access an entity.







Protected – The class itself, subclasses, and any class inside the same package can access the entity.







Package-Private – This is the default accessibility, which is used when no accessibility is declared. It defines that only the class itself and any class in the same package will be able to access the entity.







Private – Only the class itself can access the entity.
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3.3.2 Network Security In general, computer security refers to protecting information and property from theft, IT disaster, or corruption. However, the term of network security is different since network security should protect everything in the network not just data in the computers, so network security is the protection of information, system, and hardware that use, store, and transmit that information. Furthermore, network security involves protecting all the resources on a network from threats. Therefore, developers must consider not only the computer on the network, they should also think about other network devices, network transmission media, and data being transmitted across the network (Cole et al., 2008). There are some network security concepts (Cole et al., 2008). 



Confidentially – Avoidance of unauthorised disclosure of data.







Integrity – Prevention of illegal modification of data.







Availability – Avoidance of unauthorised withholding of data, or resources.







Accountability – Holding users accountable for their actions.







Nonrepudiation – The ability to ensure that someone will not be able to deny his/ her actions.



It can be said that the purpose of network security is basically to prevent loss, via misuse of information. So, the main goal of the network security is to give people the freedom to enjoy computer networks without fear of compromising their rights and interests. There are a number of possible pitfalls which might be rising, if network security is not implemented properly. 



Worm Attack – Worms are malicious software programs which will be used to crash hosts and services, open trapdoor for installing ‗keyboard sniffers‘, or carry out other malicious activities. Once worm is installed on a host, it probes the other networked hosts for vulnerabilities in services which can be exploited. That means the worm sends crafted packets to a certain port number of IP (Internet Protocol) addresses, if the services listening to such port numbers vulnerable, the worm will be able to exploit such vulnerabilities to install itself on such hosts (Joshi et al., 2008).







Eavesdropping – It is an old an effective method for stealing users private information. The purpose of eavesdropping is to cut off information from network traffic by using networking device and packet sniffer, which is a program for monitoring incoming network traffic. The eavesdropping will also be able to intercept IP packets which go through the router (Wang, 2009).
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Password Pilfering – Sometime in the personal computers, users use the username and password to protect their information. So, computer users need to prove to the system that they are legitimate users. Furthermore, in the network systems users should use username and password to login to the system. However, if the hackers can obtain user‘s password, they will be able to connect with the system, and they can do everything in the system. Therefore, password protection is often the first defense line, and sometimes it is the only defense mechanism available in the system. In the prototype in this dissertation, the author used the best mechanism to protect users‘ passwords.







Guessing – It is the easiest method to illegitimately get a password. Attackers will be able to obtain users‘ password if users use a short password, or they use the default password of the network system.







Social Engineering – It is a method of using social skills to steal user‘s secret data from the victim. Attackers attempt to imitate people with authority or organisations of reputation to trick ‗un-vigilant‘ people to make known their username and password to the attacker (Wang, 2009).







Phishing – It is a mass social engineering attack which obtains the benefit of people with a tendency to trust authorities. The main form of phishing attacks is email message. So, attackers send an email message to users till they will be able to obtain relevant information (Wang, 2009).



So, it should avoid all the above attacks that may be arising while working in the network system. By using the following ways it will be able to reduce the number of attacks on the network system. User’s password encryption – As mentioned above, password encryption is the first line of defense in the system, so it is more important to avoid hackers. It will be able to protect the user‘s password by using method‘s encryption, such as MD511. Also, it can be used the personal method to protect user‘s password until hackers do not understand the password when they could obtain it. IPSec – It is used to encrypt all IP traffic between two hosts, or two networks, or combinations of hosts with perhaps different terminating points for various security services. Keys which are used to encrypt IPs may be manually established, or may be used a very complex protocol that is called IKE (Internet Key Exchange) can be used for authenticating entities to one another and established keys (Joshi et al., 2008). 11



MD5: It stands for Message Digital algorithm 5, and it is a well-known cryptographic hash function a 128 bit resulting values that is used to encrypt messages, and password.
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Firewall – It is more important to prevent unauthorised access that may be coming during work. The firewall will be able to block hackers and viruses. Antivirus – Having antivirus software on all computers in a network to avoid viruses due to the fact that if one computer gets a virus, which means all the other computers can be adversely affected by the same virus because all computers are connected together. Backup – Backup is more important since if hackers can delete the file in the system, but that file exists in the backup system, there are no issues happened. SSL – The Secure Socket Layer, or it can say TLS (Transport Layer Security) is used in web browsers to secure data transfer, especially for applications that are used to transfer information. Cryptographic Protocols – They make use of cryptographic primitives which are used to provide the necessary security services. Figure 3-11 shows the cryptographic primitives.



Cryptology Protocols



No Key



Hash function



Block cipher



Cryptography



Cryptanalysis



Secret Key



Public Key



Stream cipher



MACS or MICs



Integer factorization



Discrete logarithms



Digital signature



Figure 3-11. Classification of cryptographic primitives (Joshi et al., 2008)
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3.3.3 Denial of Service (DoS) A DoS happens when a remote host computer or network is disabled, so that networked services are no longer able to function. According to Amoroso (2007), a denial of service is occurring when some services are originally blocked. It usually includes the denial of authorised access to ‗network service‘ or ‗telephony‘. One instance of the DoS attack modes includes flooding a network with bug‘s traffic that avoids legitimate users from accessing services. The majority of attacks work by exploiting a weakness in the OS (Operating System), or server software and a consequence the only viable means of avoidance are to update the software in the form of patches or hot fixes. There are some steps that may be used to prevent a denial of service, these are presented in the below (Biggs, 2000). 



Using router based filtering which can prevent flooding type of attack.







Check to see if any patches which avoid TCP SYN flooding are available for the system.







Monitor system performance.







Implementing quotas, such as disk quotas for all accounts on all the systems.







Check backup policies and make sure that you are protecting important configuration data.



3.3.4 Password Encryption As mentioned above password encryption is one of the most important ways to avoid hackers, or malicious code from the system. Therefore, it can be said that password encryption is the first defense line of the system. Any system which does not implement user password encryption properly may have lots of issues with security because hackers can break down the system in an easy way. There are lots of existing methods that are used to encrypt user‘s password, such as MD2, MD4, MD5, and the other methods. But the product that was built for this dissertation did not use the existing method to encrypt user‘s password since there might be some hackers who can break, or decrypt those methods, so the author made adopted a novel method to encrypt user password. The following steps illustrate the work of that method. 



Get user password that will be inputted by users to register.







Obtaining the ASCI code for each character of the password string by changing the string to byte.







Then, change that byte to a new one by minus 8, which means getting a new ASCI code for each character of the password string. 40







Next, change each byte (new ASCI) to the character.







Collect all new characters in one string.







Finally, change the new password string to upper case, and then storing in the database.



So, all the above steps are used to encrypt user‘s password in the system. The code below is used to encrypt password in the system, and it can be seen all the above steps were performed in it.



After storing user passwords in the database, a new password is absolutely different from an old one, as shown in figure 3-12 which presents user password fields in the database.



Figure 3-12. Encrypt users‘ passwords in the database



What is more, the system also has another method to decrypt user‘s password, so when users want to login to the system the method decryption will be called to change user‘s password for original one after retrieving from the database.
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3.3.5 System Login A login is a combination of information which authenticates the user‘s identity. That can be a username and user‘s password, or the other security codes. The majority of applications use login information to authenticate users before allowing them access to certain areas of the application. Furthermore, login system is more important to identify users to the system. So, if the system does not understand a given login information, that user will not be able to login to the system. It can be said that login information is also another way to reduce security issues. In the system that was built for this dissertation, users should login to the system otherwise they might not be able to have an access to the system. The following figure shows the login page in the system.



Figure 3-13. Login page-security



Furthermore, the system does not allow wrong user information to login to the system, as shown in figure below.



Figure 3-14. Wrong information to login
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3.4 Usability Usability is a characteristic that assesses how easy the user interface of an application is; it could also be a method that is used in order to develop features within an application. According to Jordan (1998), usability refers to the ease with which a UI (User Interface) can be used by its intended audience to attain defined goals. Furthermore, usability incorporates lots of factors, namely, Design, Structure, Functionality, Information Architecture, and the other factors. The usability issues can be thought of a pertaining to how easy a product is, and they are doing with the user friendliness of products. Furthermore, the ISO (International Standard Organisation) defines usability as ‗… a measure of the effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfied users can attain specified goals in particular environments‘. In this definition, the meaning of the effectiveness refers to the extent to which a task, or goal is accomplished, and the efficiency refers to the amount of effort required to achieve a goal. There are five components that are related to the usability (Leventhal and Barnes, 2008); all these components are mentioned below. 1. Efficiency – Once the users are content with the design, and how quick can they adapt before carrying out tasks. 2. Memorability – If a user returns to using a system after a long time: how much do they remember, and how quick can they adapt to using the application. 3. Learnability – How easy users find in order to finish tasks, when the first time they use the system. 4. Satisfaction – Were the users satisfied using the application? 5. Errors – While using the application by users, how many errors do they make, how important are errors that have been made, and how quick can they recover from the errors.



3.4.1 Physiological Guidelines The author has decided in the product of this dissertation, it will be useful continue with the same layout throughout all the pages that users work on it while working. This makes the application all the way through, and this also ensures that users will find it easy to navigate around the application, in case when they need go back to previous page. The grouping of the textfields, labels, buttons, tabs, and menus are also very important in the application, which is part of the Gestalt Principle, the principle of proximity. This allows seeing things collectively. Furthermore, the product has Gestalt Principle. It was decided that the proximity principle should be applied in the application. So, if we are looking at both sides: client and server in the application, it will be able to see all GUI components are collected, this ensures that the individual learns the system quickly. Moreover, it ensures that the application is more effective and user-friendly. Finally, ensuring which the leaf acronym (Effectiveness, 43



Efficiency, Learnability, Flexibility, and Attitude) is applied can be a starting point for the design stage of the application.



3.4.2 Gestalt Principle The Gestalt Principle is a theory that was developed by German physiologists around the 1920s, the main aim of this theory to describe how things are organised, or grouped. Furthermore, this theory has six principles as they mentioned below (Graphics, n.d), so if developers would like to apply the Gestalt Principle in their systems, they should use one, or more of the following principles. 



Similarity – Similar objects are placed together that makes it look like which they are part of the same group rather than being in separate objects.







Continuation – Objects are placed in a pattern, and then repeated in the design that makes it look like that it smooth and not unorganised.







Closure – Organising objects into one complete format.







Proximity – Objects are placed together that makes it look like that it is one object rather than a group of objects.







Area – Organising objects that are created the smallest figure.







Symmetry – Seeing symmetric elements in the same figure.



3.4.3 Usability within the System The system usability focuses on making an application simple, consistent, and easy to use, so that users will be able to perform desired tasks effectively and efficiently. In terms of ensuring that the usability of the new system is achieved, some users were asked to test the system based on an instructions on how users will be able to use the system. The connection between clients and server (clients and server are connected by RMI), interface client application on the client computers, and database which contains the information about users and applicant and monitor interface on the server computer. All these are available to users until they could use in order to get a better understanding of the system. Client side This side will be performed by users, so the users will be able to obtain the following benefits from the usability of this side. 



Buttons, labels, textfields, titles, and the other components are organised, so users will be able to use them in an easy way.







All pages open on the same layout, this makes it easy to use and more user-friendly.







Titles are provided for each page, this assists users to understand the works of the pages, so users will know about what they are going to do in pages which have a title. 44



Server side This side will be carried out by the administrators, so this side provides the following advantages for usability. 



Using tabs, these are more important to collect lots of windows in one window. So, administrators can obtain a lot of information by a few minutes.







Buttons, textfields, and labels are organised, so administrators will be able to use them in an easy way.







Dividing monitor screen into three parts (User monitoring, SQL monitoring, and Provide / Change user permission) on one window rather than three windows. This is more important for administrators since they will be able to know about all these three windows at the same time.







Titles are also provided until administrators know about their tasks.



Furthermore, it is very important to have validations in the system because it can be used as a guide for users while using the system, and to warn users and administrators while carrying out tasks. In case when a user goes to register, login, and any page which contains textfields they forget to fill a blank space (Textfield), they could not progress to the next step until the step have been completed.



3.5 Reusability of the System Reusability is the likelihood that a component might be used in other systems, in order to add, or create a new functionality to the system with little or no change. Sometimes reusability is used to minimise the duplication of the components and the implementation time. Furthermore, in some cases, reusability might be used to implement the piece of the system in the other large systems. So, developers should be aware about the reusability of the system in the initial stage of the system. Reusability will be able to influence the reliability of the system in both in positive and negative fashion. 



The correct reuse of a well tested component increases the reliability of the system (Positive).







Incorrect reuse, or reuse outside the intended scope of a component, however welltested, constitutes a risk (Negative).



The reusability of the product in this dissertation is powerful; however it is created for specific database that is ID and Passport database, but developers can be used it as a guide to build another system, or it can be implemented in other large systems. Furthermore, the structure of this product can be improved by adding, or making a new functionality in it. Therefore, it can be said that the product has a good reusability to implement in the future. The following points are some benefits that can be obtained from the reusability of the product. 45







Comments – The developer of this product provides good comments with codes, so developers will be able to understand of each line of the codes to implement, or maintain in the future. Comments are a programming term that is used to embed programmer – readable explanation in the source code of a computer program. Thus, these notations are potentially important to programmers, but typically ignorable to compiler and interpreters.







Adding new components are allowed to the system since the components were declared as arrays, so it is so easy to add new components to the product. Also the sizes of those arrays are dynamic, which means the array size will be changed automatically after adding new components. In addition, the product will accept a new functionality.







Functions are also dynamic, so they can be used to get new activities.







There are two sides of the system: client and server. Client side will be different from one system to another since it will be designed based on processes in that system. Server side which contains the database, application middleware, and monitor application will not change because the server side was designed as a general, so it can be implemented in any software that works on the database manipulation.



In addition, this product can be gained lots of guides to build the other systems, or to implement it in the other large systems in the future.



3.6 Human Computer Interaction Human Computer Interaction (HCI) is the study of organising the interaction between human and computers, this can be in the form of Graphical User Interfaces (GUI), or more applicable to this project: client interface and monitor screen. According to HCI, an application which may be built by the developer should be so easy to use and so attractive. Not only that, HCI also looks at how people interact with computers physically. Sinha et al. (2010) define HCI as a discipline concerned with the design, implementation, and evaluation of interactive computer systems for human use. One of the direct interactions between the users and computers happens via the interface, so when the interface is easily to accessible, designed in a professional manner and secure the interaction will be more suitable for each different user. The following figure presents the various areas which can be used with the HCI.
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Psychology Ergonomics and human factors
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Semiotics and Branding



Ethnography



Figure 3-15. Disciplines involved with HCI (Jacko and Sears, 2008)



Furthermore, HCI design represents away to improve the user interface in away that will lead to increased customer satisfaction. The main two problems which will be covered in the design of HCI are: Functionality and Usability. According to Sinha et al. (2010), functionality of the system is defined by the set of actions, or services which provide to users. Though, the value of functionality is visible only when it becomes possible to be efficiently utilised by the user. In that, the researcher of this report was argued that the developer should focus on the following issues to remain the project within the standard. 



The facilities which may be provided by the system.







The security issues in the system.







The quality of the services in the system.







The quality of the information in the database, or appear on the pages of the system.



Moreover, Sinha et al. (2010) state that the usability of the system with certain functionality is the range and degree by which the system can be used adequately and efficiently to achieve certain goals for certain users. If there is a proper balance between the usability and the functionality of a system that means the actual effectiveness of the system is achieved.



3.7 Legal, Ethical, and Privacy Issues Legal and privacy issues have been a major topic during recent times. Legal issues in software development are the most important. Though, even software that is supposedly obtainable for gratis has a number of legal factors surrounding its use. There are some legal issues while building software (Gomez and Quinones, 2008).
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Software patents – They are contentious form of intellectual property protection that covers practical methods of achieving a task in a new and obscure way via the use of programming language. Software developers have to be careful to ensure that they are not ‗infringing‘ on any software patents throughout development.







License – It is also one of the most important things that developers should think about it since developers cannot use software applications to build a project if they do not have a license. If we look at the product of this dissertation it can be seen the product has been used an RMI to build a client/ server architecture that it cannot be found for free on the Internet, so the author of this project was purchased a license for the RMI. Also, the other things that were used in this product, such as PostgreSQL, JDBC, JDK, and the others can be found for free on the Internet.







Liability – Software developers must consider liability issues for any injuries that caused by their software. Sometime users may try to sue if the software does not work properly, hardware damage, or result data loss. Developers who build software attempt to counter this by issuing EULA (End User Licensing Agreement) with their application.



Another issue is a privacy which is more important in the area of development software. According to Mather et al. (2009), the privacy is majorly concerned with the rights and obligations which are related to the use, collecting, storage, disclosure, and destruction of personal information. Furthermore, privacy issues differ greatly depending on the cultures, countries, and jurisdiction. It could be said that the privacy issues have become a major concerned because of the ease with which data is now stored, obtained, and shared through computers, especially via the Internet. What is more, the Data Protection Act (1998) outlines how data might be used, stored, and transferred. The DPP (Data Protection Principles) from the basic of the data protection law, and these have to be adhered to when implementing databases, or programmes with functions for implementing data. In this project, information is purely inputted and outputted to and from the PostgreSQL database. The responsibility to protect the information falls on the users since the programme access information only via user input. Another thing that needs to be covered is that the ethical issues. The ethical is the study of value concepts, such as ‗good‘, ‗bad‘, ‗right‘, ‗wrong‘, ‗ought‘, and the others that applied to actions in relation to group norms and rules. Consequently, it deals with lots of issues basic to practical decision making (Thomson and Schmoldt, 2001). In this section this report will look at the two most important organisations that are: the BCS (British Computing Society) and IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers). 48



3.7.1 British Computing Society (BCS) The BCS is a professional body of working in communication and IT (Information Technology) in the UK and international. The BCS was formed in 1957s and nowadays it has nearly 70,000 members in more than 100 different countries in the world (for more information see bcs.org). Furthermore, the code governs personal conduct of each member, and each member is responsible for understanding of the code‘s requirements throughout the management of software project. The BCS code of conduct covers four main categories. 1. Public Interest 2. Duty to Relevant Authority 3. Duty to Professionalism 4. Professional Competence and Integrity For each section there is some points are provided that the author of this project should focus on them (BCS, 2012). Public Interest 



He must take into account security and privacy of the other users.







He should create some activities without distinction between religion, sex, age, disabilities, and the other cases.



Duty to Relevant Authority 



He has to accept responsibility to work under the administration







He must not disclose secret information expect with the permission of our authority.



Duty to Professionalism 



He should maintain the reputation and good standing.







He has to support other colleagues in the developing his professional skills.



Professional Competence and Integrity 



He must improve or develop skills related to field of work.







He should have a respect viewpoint of others that have a positive impact.
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3.7.2 Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineering (IEEE) The IEEE is the biggest professional engineering association in the world. Also, it has more than 375,000 members in 160 various countries, in many respects IEEE has become the steward of engineering. There are ten codes of ethics that the IEEE discovered to follow; these codes are mentioned below (IEEE, 2012). 1. To develop or improve understand and application of technical developments, and also possible consequently. 2. Accept responsibilities in taking decisions which are reliable with the health and safety of users. 3. Assist co-workers and the development of their skills and support them. 4. Do not take ‗bribe‘ from anyone. 5. Avoid hurting others by false action. 6. To prevent problems arising, and when they happen the problems is disclosed to them and sorted out. 7. Treat everyone equally. 8. To be honest in making claims that only on the data or information. 9. To get better on technical skills, and aid others only if qualified and how have experience. 10. Accept the criticism and provide credit to those people where it is due, when you are criticised.
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3.8 Testing In this section of the research, it will be looking at software testing, and the various types of testing that are used in order to test a system. Testing is an activity intended at evaluating an attribute or capability of a programme, or a system. It is also the measurement of software quality (Singh, 2012). Testing is a way to develop and reduce different risks on a system that is built by developers. It is also a mechanism which is used to find a defect in the system (Singh, 2012). However it is not related to the correction due to the fact that the correction of the defects relates to the developers, or programmers. Therefore, the tester can only find defects, and then developers check the feedback of the testers. The following figure presents the testing process.



Software Product
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Software Product



Results Database



Expected results



Compare



Figure 3-16. Testing process (Roper, 1994)



In this thesis, it will be illustrating some different types of testing that they are more popular in the area of software testing, and also all these testing types will be implemented on the product of this dissertation.



3.8.1 Unit Testing Unit testing is about testing all sections of a project, or programme independently to ensure that they work according to specification. According to Myers et al. (2012), unit testing is a process of testing the individual sub programme, classes, subroutines, and procedures in a program. ‗More specifically rather than initially testing the program as a whole, testing is first focused on the smaller creating blocks of the program‘ (Myers et al., 2012). This type of testing is usually used to test the source codes of the product. JAVA programming language uses this type of testing that is called JUnit (Java Unit) testing to test source codes. Also, sometimes this type of test may be done by the developers during development a project. 51



There are three motivations for doing this type of testing; all these three motivations are mentioned below (Myers et al., 2012). 1. Unit testing can be used to manage the combined elements of testing because attention is focused originally on smaller units of the programme. 2. Unit testing eases the work of debugging since when an error is found; it is identified to exist in a particular module. 3. Unit testing introduces parallelism into the programme testing procedure by presenting us with the chance to test multiple modules at the same time.



3.8.2 White Box Testing White box testing is a technique which is used to test the system against any type of invalid information that inputted by the users into the system, and it is also carried out based on knowledge of how the system is implemented. This type of testing requires access to the source code. Though, it can be done any time in the life cycle after the code is developed, it can be said that it is an excellent practice to perform white box testing with unit testing phase since both of them are performed on the source code of the system (Janardhanudu, 2005). Therefore, testers in these two types of testing (White box and Unit) should know about programming language since they test the code rather than just entering the input data. Testers must also check the entire possible situation in the code because the product may have various conditions for validations. Input



3.8.3 Black Box Testing



System



output



Black box testing is a mechanism which is used to test the software to ensure that the software has the same result, or output which the testers expect to see, and also it is based on the software stipulations, or requirements without reference to its internal working (Hambling and Morgan, 2010). Tester in this type of test will be ignored the code structure. Therefore, they do not require knowing about the structure of the programme since they do not test code which is written by the programmers, or developers, they are only responsible for input data to the system and wait for the expected output from the system, and then make the comparison between them to find system‘s errors.
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3.8.4 Usability Testing Usability testing is another type of testing that can be performed by the developers, or testers to evaluate the product, or system before publishing. Also usability, or user-based testing basically is a Black Box testing technique, and it is mostly related to HCI (Rubin and Chisnell, 2008). According to William (2006), the main purpose of the usability testing is to ensure that the product is easy to understand and navigate. This type of test is essential because of testing most of the features of the system, such as menus, buttons, textfields, search engine, validations, and the others. So, these features must be tested before publishing the product. The usability testing of the product in this dissertation was performed by the author, author‘s friends, and the other people before publishing.



3.8.5 Acceptance Testing Acceptance testing is a last important type of test among lots of tests which a developed software system undergoes, and it is more important to the system since it proves that the system works according to the requirements. Furthermore, the acceptance testing gives the user confidence that the product has the required features and that they perform correctly. In any project, when all the acceptance tests pass on the product, that means the project is very well done, if not the developer or programmer should check again for all project requirements. The acceptance testing for this project was performed by the author‘s friends and the other students who were studying Master at Huddersfield University.
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3.9 Existing System In this research will be looking at some existing systems which are similar to the product of this project. In this thesis, it will be looking into what services that they provide, and what are the advantages and disadvantages of each one. These systems are discussed below.



3.9.1 Oracle Monitor Section The Oracle database is a relational database management system (RDBMS). The database administrator of the Oracle provides a good monitor section for users, so that the database administrators are responsible for monitoring the database making sure that nothing goes wrong with it that could have been prevented. The good things about oracle database are: it provides a secure database, and monitoring for: database availability, changes, security, growth, backups, workload, performance, and capacity are some of the areas that should be monitored (Haan et al., 2009). However, oracle database provides a good monitor section for users, but it has some drawbacks as mentioned below. 



Cost: If companies and organisations would like to implement a monitor section for their databases, they should spend lots of money to obtain it sine Oracle Corporation provided a monitoring tool which is required lots of cost to use.







Not user-friendly: However, Oracle Corporation provided a good monitor section for users, but it is not user-friendly because it is more complex to use, which means it is not provided an easy GUI for users. For this reason, lots of companies and organisations will ignore monitor section for their databases since they need lots of cost, and time to make employees who are familiar with it.







Search Engine: If we are looking at the monitor section in the Oracle database, there is no search engine to search for monitoring.







The Oracle monitor section does not provide a section to monitor SQL queries while working, so administrators will not be able to know about who executed any sensitive queries (according to the oracle monitor tool).



(See section six of the Terms of Reference in appendix A for further information on Oracle monitor section).
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3.9.2 MySQL Monitor Section Another existing system that is taken from this dissertation is MySQL monitor section. MySQL is an open source, multi-threading, a relational database management system created by Michael Widenius in 1995 (DuBios, 2009). MySQL also provides a monitor section for users to monitor their databases. The good thing about the monitoring section in MySQL is: it provides a Profiler which the administrators can use it to monitor all SQL queries that may be executed while using the database. On the other hand, the downsides of monitor section of the MySQL are mentioned below. 



Cost: MySQL software does not provide monitor section while installing as a free, so if users want to add the monitor section, they should spend lots of cost to earn it.







The MySQL monitor section does not provide search engine which can be used to search about SQL queries which were executed on a specific day.







The interface of the MySQL monitor section is more complex, which means it is not user-friendly to use as it can be seen in the following figure.



Figure 3-17. MySQL monitor screen



Furthermore, another tool that the MySQL provided to users is mtop which is a tool that is used to monitor SQL queries (Prewitt, 2002). However, it is not user-friendly as it can be seen in figure 3-18. 55



Figure 3-18. Mtop monitor screen (Prewitt, 2002)



3.9.3 dbWatch dbWatch is software which is used for monitoring and administration of database systems. It can be used to support lots of systems, such as Oracle, PostgreSQL, MS SQL, MySQL, Sybase ASE, and the other systems (dbWatch, 2012). The good things about dbWatch are: it is so easy to use, and it provides a majority of features about database monitoring, and administration. On the other hand, the downside about dbWatch is: it is more expensive. The following figure shows the interface of the dbWatch.



Figure 3-19. dbWatch Screen (dbWatch, 2012)
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3.10 Requirement Elicitation/ User Requirement In this section, the thesis will be looking at how the user requirements are gathered when having a meeting with the stakeholders. This was so important at this would decide whether the project would be successful, or failure at the end. To collect requirements the author spoke with the stakeholders who mentioned below, and he used the tool MoSCoW in to line up user requirements.



3.10.1 Stakeholder Meetings With the assist of the project supervisor, the author was able to speak with different stakeholders who provided useful information that could be implemented into the product of this dissertation. The following stakeholders are the main stakeholders of the system. Main points which they mentioned during the meeting are mentioned below.



3.10.1.1 Java Programming Language Expert (Dr Gary Allen) The main points which discussed with Dr Gary are: 



Security: Dr Gary mentioned some important ways that could be used to build a secure system, such as avoiding SQL injection, using SSL and network monitoring.







Scalability: RMI scalability has been discussed, and how it can be improved. o



Complex system: The complexity of the system will be going down the scalability of the system.







Reusable codes: Several issues have been discussed, and he provided several ways to increase the reusability of the product‘s codes.



3.10.1.2 Lecture (Dr Steve Wade) The main points were discussed with Dr Steve Wade are: 



Root definition and SSM can aid the reader to understand the project.







Dr Steve Wade mentioned several good points about UML diagrams, such as o



Use case gives some very clear benefits to the analysis phase.



o



Sequence and activity diagrams can assist developers to understand messages that will be transmitted between objects.







Choosing some important use cases were discussed with Dr Steve Wade to make sequence and activity diagrams in both sides: client and server.
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Dr Steve Wade also advised the author to focus on the various types of the diagrams, such as Use Case, Sequence, Activity, Class, and the other diagrams.



The main points that were taken from Dr Steve Wade can be found in the design chapter.



3.10.1.3 PhD Students (Bakhtiar Saeed and Ejaz Musaver) It can be said that the main points which were mentioned by the PhD students are: 



PhD students advised the author to focus on the system requirements rather than an author‘s idea.







The system should be so easy to use and not hard for a non-computing people to figure-out.







They also advised the author about the system background colour, text size, and font text in the system.







They provided a good idea about security that should be implemented in the product.



All the above points from the PhD students will be included in the requirements which can be found in the user requirements.



3.10.2 Project Brief The system had some mandatory requirements which are mentioned below. 



Interface of users and administrators should be user-friendly.







Users should be divided into four classes until tasks can be divided on them.







Users depend on their classes will be able to add, update, delete, and search in the system.







Administrators can monitor users and SQL queries in the system.







Administrators will be able to see users‘ names and number of users who are working on the database currently.







Administrators can search in the system monitor to obtain relevant information on specific date and time.







Administrators will be able to provide and change user‘s permission.
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3.10.3 Research Requirements After conducting the literature review, the main points which were so necessary to be included in the requirements were: Usability – The research about this area gave the author an understanding about the design of the system, such as the colour schemes to use (Blue/ White), the font type (Times New Roman), and the font size (12 – 14). Furthermore, the author decided to go with the above information about the colour schemes, the font size, and the font type after gathering feedback through the questionnaire. Security – This area of research gave the author an understanding about the security, so the system must have a good security to protect user‘s information. Human Computer Interaction (HCI) – In this area, the system should be designed with simplicity in mind, also it should not be hard to use for a new user and there should be a consistency in the layout across the system. Testing – The research about this area gave the author an understanding about various types of testing, and how could test the system to ensure that the system is tested correctly and any errors (mistakes) are identified at this stage.



3.10.4 MoSCoW The MoSCoW analysis is a prioritisation technique which can be used in business analysis and software development to reach understanding with stakeholders. According to Haughey (2011), the MoSCoW assists everyone in the project, namely, users (customers), project manager, designer, and developer to understand the most significant requirements, in what order to build up them, and those that will not be delivered if there is pressure on resources. Moreover, Haughey stated that the MoSCoW was developed by ―Dai Clegg of Oracle UK in 1994‖, and has been made popular by advocate of the DSDM agile method (2011). The MoSCoW stands for Must, Should, Could, and Will not: 



Must – Must have this requirement to success the project.







Should – Should have this requirement if possible, but the project achievement does not rely on it.







Could – Could have this requirement, if it does not impact anything else in the project.







Will not – This requirement will not be delivered.
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In this project, these four types of requirements are mentioned below. Must have – The system must have the following main requirements. 



Monitoring all SQL queries.







Monitoring users.







Provide and change user‘s permission.







Secure user login.







Good security system.







Good search engine.







Font size of ‗12‘ and font type of ‗Times New Roman‘.







Consistency of each page.



Should have – The system should have the following requirements. 



Different types of search engine.







The author information to contact.







Different tasks for different class of user‘s permission.







User‘s time login to the system and logout from the system.



Could have – The system could have the following requirements. 



Update, delete, select, and insert queries on the tables in the database.







Search for SQL queries that were executed at a specific time and on a specific date.







Search on users‘ time login and logout.



Will not have – The system will not have the following points. 



Functionality that exists in the existing systems, such as dbWatch, Oracle monitor section, monitoring section in the MySQL, and the other monitor applications.







Colours which have a bad effect on the eyes.
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User requirements So, it can be said that the user requirements of the system are: 



A system which can be used for monitoring a database.







GUI (Graphical User Interface) that users can use it to insert, update, delete, and select information in the system.







A GUI which administrators can use it for monitoring users and SQL queries in the system, and also they can be used it to provide/ change users‘ permission.







A system which has a strong security, namely, login functionality, password encryption, and the others till hackers cannot break down the system.







A system that has a good search engine to search in the system.







A system that is so easy to use for all users, focus should be on minimalism rather than containing anything.







Having the same layout on all system‘s pages until the system will be so easy to use.







Font size of ‗12 – 14‘ and font type of ‗Times New Roman‘ to ensure that all users can read text on the system without difficulty.







A colour scheme of Blue/ White.



3.11 Gathering Requirements There are various types of methods which can be used to gather requirements. As it can be seen, each of them has advantages and disadvantages. Therefore, using each of them depends on the research project and how useful it is for the project. In this project, it has been used three different types of research method, namely, questionnaire, interviews, and email.



3.11.1 Questionnaire The questionnaire is a method to gather data which is used by the researchers. The questionnaire is also a quantitative method that creates structure questions. Questionnaire typically contains two types of question: close-question and open-question. In close questions, respondents have options to select. It can be said that these options are so easy to answer by the respondents. In open-question, the researcher provides some space till respondents will be able to write their thinks or ideas to answer the question. So, researchers will obtain different ideas by using open questions. The questionnaire is so easy to analyse compared to other research methods because of having specific options in close-questions. There are various ways that can be used to administrator questionnaire, such as the Internet, 61



post, face-to-face, telephone, and the other ways (Davies, 2007). In this project, questionnaire was done to gather information about the product, for instance the usefulness of the product, product background colour, type of font text, text size, and the others.



3.11.2 Interview The interview is also another method which is used by the researchers to gather information. In this research method, researcher prepares some questions to ask respondents face-toface. Furthermore, it is a qualitative method that is used by the researcher to obtain more information about the project requirements. The style of face-to-face interview encourages the researchers to ask additional questions while interviews. The style of the interview can be divided into two styles: structured question and unstructured question. In the structured question, researchers prepare a list of questions to ask respondents, and also they do not ask questions which do not include the list of questions. However, the unstructured question allows researchers to ask extra questions that may not be included in the list of questions. Also, in this type of method, researchers will be able to encourage the respondents to acquire the correct answer from them (Robson, 2011). This thesis used interview method to gather information by asking questions from different stakeholders who supported this dissertation to achieve. So, the author collected the information from the stakeholders, and then implementing them in the product.



3.11.3 Email Email is the last research method that this thesis used to gather information from respondents. It is also a type of qualitative method, and it will be done through the Internet. This research method is typically used to obtain information from far location, such as when the researcher researches in the UK and he/ she needs to collect data from the USA. Moreover, this method is easy to act in response by the respondents, and aids easy analysis by the researcher since it is already on the computer. This dissertation used this method to gather information from Kurdistan, so the author asked some people who are living there to earn good information for the product. Because the database in this dissertation was built for ID and Passport office, therefore this type of method was more helpful to build the database. Furthermore, the author asked them about the security issues that might be occurring while working.
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Chapter Four Professional Issues 4.1 Introduction Today, there are many developers who develop software which can be used to solve a specific problem. The greatest impact of IT (Information Technology) and the technical difficulties of software development and maintenance have created pressure for software production to become more and more professional. In computing, professional issues are designed to expose people to some of the issues involved and assist people to become a computing professional, not only a computing expert. This section of the dissertation includes a discussion of the professional issues which were of particular significance for the duration of this project.



4.2 Contractual Agreement A contract is an agreement between two or more persons that can be enforced in a court of law. Contract law provides a legal framework to interpret a contract, it both limits the kind of contracts that can be made and supplements unfinished contracts with what are successfully default conditions (Bott, 2005). Contracts can be accepted if both sides: client and developer agree with it. So, if one of them disagrees, the contract should be changed or ignored. Sometimes at the end of the work, problems may arise since points which were mentioned in the contract might not be carried out in the software, so the client does not accept the software. Furthermore, the software may not be completed on time. Therefore, developers should follow all the requirements in the contract after accepting it. For this project, the client was internal to the University, therefore a legally required contractual agreement was not deemed essential. However, some forms of agreement have to be followed in order to give the project a professional basis. A requirement of the intended product has to be made and agreed on by the developer and the client early on in the software life cycle. This is used to ensure that the client and the developer are in agreement of when the project must be delivered. In this project, this requirement was provided by the ToR (Terms of Reference). If we look at the output of this dissertation, it can be seen that the author followed all requirements laid down in the ToR.
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4.3 Privacy and Confidentiality Privacy and confidentiality is another main concern of the public due to the fact that the fast development of IT (Information Technology) makes information exchange easier. Therefore, this may result in an increasing risk of leaking personal information to an unauthorised party. Privacy can be defined as belonging to an individual and holds between individual and the world, while confidentiality contains a relationship between two persons (Bott et al., 2001). Furthermore, it can be said that confidential information covers the protection of the data, program, and ideas. If we look around the world, we can see in most countries that confidentiality is a legal protection and assurance of people‘s right to privacy, also in the United Kingdom, the Data Protection Act (1984) and (1998) were created for this purpose. According to Carey (2000), the Data Protection Act (1998) has eight principles. Anyone processing personal data must follow these principles. These eight principles are outlined below. 1. Data shall be processed ―fairly‖ and ―lawfully‖. 2. Data shall be gained just for one or more specific and lawful purpose. 3. Data shall be ―adequate‖, ―relevant‖, and not ―excessive‖ in relation to the purpose. 4. Data shall be accurate and up-to-date. 5. Data shall not be kept for longer than is necessary. 6. Data shall be processed in accordance with the data subject‘s right. 7. Data shall be more secure. 8. Data shall not be transferred to countries without adequate protection. In this project, the author attempted to create a product which is private and confidential since the product followed all the above principles to protect personal data in the system. The system uses some ways to protect personal data from the database, such as encryption password, login functionality, user‘s permission, and monitoring users while working on the database. These ways are more helpful to protect personal data in the database and make the system more secure, private, and confidential. The best way that the system uses to protect personal data is by monitoring users, so the system will be able to know when unauthorised access occurs, and when users do something wrong way on the database. Furthermore, the system provides different permissions for users, so users who do not have more skills will not be able to work on all tables in the database. The system also uses a good method to encrypt users‘ passwords. By incorporating these features the system is more secure, private, and confidential.
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4.4 Intellectual Property and Copyright According to Bott et al. (2001), intellectual property rights are often the most precious assets owned, used, and developed by a software house. They contain confidential information, trademarks, patents, designs, and most importantly, copyright protecting computer program. The best feature of intellectual property law is to be careful with the legal protection of confidential data to protect information, program, and ideas. It is particularly significant that if a patent application is to be created, data or information should be kept confidential. As the name suggests, copyright is associated primarily with the right to copy something. Copyright protects more items generated by the business, or by an individual than any aspect of intellectual property law. It is able to protect the results of developers, namely, computer applications, codes, ideas and documentations (Bott et al., 2001). The main purpose of copyright is to ensure that the authors can reap the benefits of their efforts. There are no official procedures that are required to be followed due to the fact that a work is covered as soon as it is recorded, or written down. So, other people may not be able to copy the work without permission of the copyright owner. The most recent copyright act is the Copyright Design and Patents Act (1988). It states that the term ―literary work‖ contains ―a table or compilation, a computer program, preparatory design material for a computer program and certain database‖ (Bott, 2005). In this thesis, the author (developer) of the product has developed all the components of the product as a simple application, which is publicly available for anyone who would like to use it. Obviously, the copyright of the product of this dissertation belongs to the author and Huddersfield University. However, the client (University) will be able to do everything with it without authorisation because this dissertation is part of the requirements of a Master‘s Degree.



4.5 Computer Misuse The term computer misuse is used to describe some illegal issues that happen on computers, such as when an unauthorised access comes to the computer to steal information or to break down the system. As a computer professional, it is necessary to be familiar with basic knowledge of computer misuse and combat this. To deal with computer systems hacking or computer misuses the CMA (Computer Misuse Act) appeared in 1990. This Act was designed to protect computer users from attackers who attack computers to break down, or steal user‘s information. It created the following new offenses (Bott, 2005). 



Unauthorised access to a computer program, or data.







Unauthorised access to computer with an aim to commit a serious crime. 65







Unauthorised modification of the content of a computer.



In this project, the product uses several ways to avoid unauthorised access. Firstly, every user who wants to work on the system should login to the system, so users cannot login to the system if they have not registered with the system, or they do not have permission to work in the system. Secondly, the system monitors users while working, therefore, when unauthorised access happens, the system administrators will know about it since the user‘s login administrator can see the user name and user‘s profile on the monitor screen. Finally, the system uses a strong method to protect the user‘s password, so unauthorised people cannot obtain user‘s password from the system. However, if they obtain it they will not be able to understand it because all users‘ passwords were encrypted in the database.



4.6 Safety Issues In today‘s computer world, many companies and organisations use a computer to manage their work. Therefore, the computer safety issues have become a major concern for public and employer. Developers who develop computer software should be aware of this topic since if their applications do not cover this it means they are not working as a computer professional. Also this topic includes safety data in the computers, the safety health of the computer users, or the safety of applications on the computers. In the case of this project, the product that was built is not a virus or worm, so it does not have any problems on computers that will be used for the product. Furthermore, the product was implemented and tested on a personal computer. The product also does not have any bad effects on human health because the system is just designed and created for monitoring a database. Colours and font types and sizes were accepted by the other students who are familiar with computer applications through the questionnaire, and also others who have more skills about colours assisted the author to decide on the best colour which does not have bad effects on people‘s eyes while working. Therefore, it can be said that the product does not have any safety issues for computers, or human health.
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Chapter Five Product Design 5.1 Introduction In this section, it will be focused on the design of the system. The design consists of screen design of the various pages of the system. UML diagrams will also be included which provides a better idea of the system.



5.2 Screen Design This subsection will run through the different screen designs of the system that gives the reader an understanding of each page of the system. The system is divided into two sides: client and server.



5.2.1 Client Side The client side of the system provides a GUI (Graphical User Interface) for users until they will be able to access and manipulate data in the database. According to the DSDM phases, it should be designed for whole system before implementing. So, the author of this dissertation created a screen design for each page on the client side before implementing. The product pages were built based on the screen designs, so screen designs were more helpful to build the product pages. The following figures present the screen designs for all pages on the client side. Login Page --



Login Image



User Name:



Password:



Login



Figure 5-1. Login page – Screen design
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Registration



X



Registration Page --



X



First Name:



Last Name:



User Name:



Gender:



Male



Female



Date of Birth:



Email:



Password:



Verify Password:



Address: Line 1: Line 2: Line 3:



(Caution about filling all fields) Clear



Register



Figure 5-2. Registration page – Screen design



Main Page File



Profile



Exit



see Your Profile



System new Applicant edit Applicant



edit Your Profile



Search Search Applicant Profile



Contact Info. Developer Info. Developer contact



delete Applicant



Welcome ‘Name User’ Logout



Figure 5-3. Main page – Screen design
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--



X



User Logout File



Profile



System



Search



Contact Info.



--



X



Exit



There is no different between them. Welcome ‘Name User’ Logout



Figure 5-4. User logout – Screen design



User Profile File



Profile



System



Search



Contact Info.



--



X



--



X



see Your Profile edit Your Profile ‘User Full Name’



Name: Welcome ‘Name User’ Logout



Gender:



‘User sex’



Date of Birth:



‘User DoB’



Email:



‘User Email’



Address: Line 1:



‘Line one’



Line 2:



‘Line two’



Line 3:



‘Line three’ Close



Figure 5-5. User‘s profile – Screen design



Edit User‘s Profile File



Profile



System



Search



Contact Info.



see Your Profile edit Your Profile



Welcome ‘Name User’ Logout



First Name:



‘First Name’



Last Name:



‘Last Name’



User Name:



‘User Name’ ‘User DoB’



Date of Birth: Gender:



Male



Female ‘User Email’



Email: Address: Line 1:



‘Line one’



Line 2:



‘Line two’



Line 3:



‘Line three’



User cannot change user name.



Password:



‘User Password’



Verify Password:



‘Verify User Password’



(Caution about filling all fields) Close



Figure 5-6. Edit user‘s profile – Screen design
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Update



Adds New Applicant File



Profile



System



Search



Contact Info.



--



X



add New Applicant Welcome ‘Name User’



edit Applicant Profile



Logout delete Applicant Profile



First Name: Middle Name: Last Name: Gender:



Male



Female



Date of Birth: City of Birth: Country of Birth: Height:



Feet:



0



Inches:



0



Hair Colour:



Please Select



Eye Colour:



Please Select



(Caution to tell user to fill all fields) Clear



Add



Close



Figure 5-7. Add new applicant profile – Screen design



Edit Applicant Profile File



Profile



System



Search



Contact Info.



add New Applicant Welcome ‘Name User’



edit Applicant Profile



Logout delete Applicant Profile



‘Applicant first name’



First Name:



‘Applicant middle name’



Middle Name: Last Name: Gender:



‘Applicant last name’



Male



Female ‘Applicant DoB’



Date of Birth:



‘Applicant city of birth’



City of Birth:



‘Applicant country of birth’



Country of Birth: Height:



Feet:



5



Inches:



8



Hair Colour:



Please Select



Eye Colour:



Please Select



(Caution to tell user to fill all fields in the form) Clear



Update



Figure 5-8. Edit applicant profile – Screen design
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Close



--



X



Delete Applicant Profile File



Profile



System



Search



Contact Info.



--



X



--



X



add New Applicant Welcome ‘Name User’



edit Applicant Profile



Logout delete Applicant Profile



(System caution about the system is under the monitor process)



First Name:



Last Name:



Clear



Close



Agree



Figure 5-9. Delete applicant profile – Screen design



Search Applicant Profile File



Profile



Welcome ‘Name User’



System



Search



Contact Info.



search Applicant Profile



Logout



First Name:



‘First applicant name’



Last Name:



‘Last applicant name’



Search



Clear



Figure 5-10. Search applicant profile – Screen design
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Close



Developer Information File



Profile



System



Search



--



Contact Info.



X



Developer Info. Welcome ‘Name User’ Developer Contact



Logout



Name:



‘Developer Name’



Date of Birth:



‘Developer DoB’



Nationality:



‘Developer Nationality’



Phone Num.



‘Developer Phone Num.’



Developer Image



Email:



‘Developer Email’



Occupation:



‘Developer Occupation’



Course:



‘Developer Course Studying’



University:



‘Developer University Studying’



Home Addres:



‘Developer Home Address’



Close



Figure 5-11. Developer information – Screen design



Developer Contact File



Profile



System



Search



--



Contact Info. Developer Info.



Welcome ‘Name User’ Developer Contact



Logout



Email:



‘Developer Emails’



Phone Num.



‘Developer Phone Num.’



Facebook Page:



‘Developer Facebook Page’



Email Image



Phone Image



Facebook Image



Close



Figure 5-12. Developer contact – Screen design
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X



5.2.2 Server Side This side gives all pages that involved in the server side. The monitoring screen of the system was built based on the following screen designs. There are four screen designs which present all pages on the monitoring screen. Screen monitoring one



SQL monitoring from now



SQL monitoring in previous days



Search for user SQL monitor in specific day



Number of users:



Class



Select Name User



Type SQL Work On Profile Date User Profile



X



0



Name of users: Name User
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User Time Login



User Time Login/ Logout



First Name:
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Gender:



‘User Sex’



User Delete



Date of Birth: ‘DoB User’ Email: Address:
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Provide/ Change Permission Provide User Permission



Click



Date: Today Date



HERE



Change User Permission



to get user who does not have a permission in the database



Number of user (s):



0



Users:



Time now



Screen Monitoring Select User Monitor Image



Select class for user



First Name:



‘First Name User’



Last Name:



‘Last Name User’



Class A



Gender:



‘User Sex’



Class B



Email:



‘Email User’



Class C



Date of Birth: ‘DoB User’



Class D



Agree



Figure 5-13. Screen monitoring one – Screen design
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Screen monitoring two



SQL monitoring from now



SQL monitoring in previous days



Search By Date



Search for user SQL monitor in specific day



Number of users: Name of users:



Search By Date and Time



User Profile



Date:



User Time Login



Date: Show
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User Monitoring



SQL Monitoring



Time: From: To:



X



0 Select Name User User Time Login/ Logout



User Name:



‘Full Name User’



Time Login:



‘Time Login User’



User Delete



Show



Provide/ Change Permission Provide User Permission



Change User Permission



User Name:
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Date: Today Date Time now



Name:



‘Full Name User’
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‘Class Name’
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‘User Sex’



Class A



Email:



‘Email User’
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Class C Class D
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Change Permission



Figure 5-14. Screen monitoring two – Screen design
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Screen monitoring three



SQL monitoring from now
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Search for user SQL monitor in specific day



Number of users: Name of users: User Profile



User Time Login



Users time login on today



Date:



User Name



X



0 Select Name User



User Name:



Clear



--



User Monitoring
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User Time Login/ Logout
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Show Time



Time Login
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Search for User
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Change User Permission



Screen Monitoring



Date: Today Date Time now
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Figure 5-15. Screen monitoring three – Screen design



Screen monitoring four
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--
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SQL Monitoring Search for user SQL monitor in specific day



Number of users: Name of users: User Profile



User Time Login



X



0 Select Name User User Time Login/ Logout



User Delete



You can delete users in the system



User Name:



User Email: Delete



Provide/ Change Permission Provide User Permission



Change User Permission



Screen Monitoring



Date: Today Date Time now



Monitor Image



Figure 5-16. Screen monitoring four – Screen design
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5.3 UML Modelling In this section, the report will be looking at the UML designs. They will present the various activities that take place within the system. The UML stands for Unified Modelling Language which contains notations, tools, and symbols that can be used in the diagrammatic representation. Moreover, the UML is a ―visualise language‖ which provides a way for developers who analyse and design object-oriented system to visualise, build, and document of the software system (Bennett et al., 2005). Also Booch et al. (1999) describe that, a modelling language, for instance UML is thus a standard language that is used to software blueprint. The UML is very useful and helpful when it comes to designing and implementing a new system. So, it can be gained lots of benefits from the UML modelling since it describes how to build a software system in a reliable and producible way, and it defines a reproducible path for obtaining a reliable result from the system. It can be seen; in any project there are some parts of the project which are so difficult to understand and to clarify requirements. Therefore, by using UML diagrams it will be able to clarify those parts in an easy way. According to Evitts (2000), UML has sixteen different types of diagram for modelling, such as Class, Use Case, Sequence, Statechart, Collaboration, Activity, Deployment, Component, and the other diagrams. Furthermore, these diagrams are divided into two parts: Static and Dynamic diagrams. So, people who are going to build and design a new system should be aware about using them because they are different to use, also people should know about how they can apply them in their systems, namely, using static diagrams to static parts, and dynamic diagrams to dynamic parts in the system otherwise they will not be successful with using UML modelling. There are some different types of UML diagram used in this report to clarify the system, and how it is working, for instance Use Case is useful when it comes to clarify the functionality of the system. What is more, Activity, Sequence, and Class diagrams are useful since they assist to identify how the system will be used and designed. In addition, this gives developers an advantage on how to design and build the system.
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5.3.1 Root Definition The system will be built to allow administrators to monitor users and SQL queries while working on the database. This will be achieved by designing and implementing a system using the JAVA language and RMI (Remote Method Invocation), alongside with the database which will be built by PostgreSQL and the other JAVA packages, such as JDBC (Java Database Connectivity). This system will enhance the monitoring of the database that will be reduced to two important issues while working on the database: security and ethical issues, the benefits of this would be that administrators can see all users while working on the database, and they can provide and change user‘s permission on the database, which means they can reduce security issue that might be occurring while working. Furthermore, they can monitor all SQL queries that might be executed by the users, so it is more important to reduce ethical issues since administrators will be able to know who executed any sensitive queries, namely, ―Delete‖, ―Update‖, ―Insert‖, and ―Select‖, and when they executed them. This system will be helpful for lots of companies and organisations due to the face that lots of software applications that are used to create a database do not provide a good monitor section for users, however if they provide it, they will not be a user-friendly, or they will be more expensive to use, such as the monitor section in Oracle and MySQL.
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5.3.2 Conceptual Model The following diagram presents the whole system and the works of users and administrators in the system. Administrators side in the system



Users side in the system



Users in class A and B can update their profile and they can update applicant profile, however users in class C and D just can update their profile



Database system



User profile



1



User time login



2 ID and Passport system User Class



Delete applicant



Add Class A



Class A works



3



User time login/ logout



User works



Delete



Update (User, Applicant) Search



After doing any thing by the user, works will be stored in the database



Class B



SQL queries on today



1



Update (User, Applicant) Search See profile



Update applicant profile



Class C



Update (User) Search Update (User)



Class D works



See user profile



Search for user SQL monitor on specific date



Update user profile



1 Users who have a register in the system



Provide user permission



User



Logout



Administrator



It will be able to see all these works on the monitor screen that administrator can do them



3



SQL queries on previous days



Search See profile



2



Search applicant profile



See profile



Class D
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SQL Monitoring
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Add Class C works



User Monitoring



Delete user



Add Class B works



Administrators do not need login to the system
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Add new applicant



See profile



User monitoring involves these four sections:



User permission includes these two sections: User Permission



2



Login



Logout users in the system after finishing their works



New user



Change user permission



Registration



Users who do not have a register in the system



Diagram 5-1. Conceptual model
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These two arrows means this work need to connect with the database to obtain the information



After changing or updating any thing in the system database will be updated



5.4 Use Case Diagram The following diagram presents all the activities which will be carried out by users and administrators in the system.



register «extends»



System Monitoring log-in seeUsersName



«extends»



log-out



deleteUser



«extends»



seeProfile



seeNumberOfUsers «extends»



«extends»



seeSQLExecuted



editProfile



«extends»



seeUserTimeLog-in/ Log-out



addNewApplicant



User



Administrator



«extends»



searchUserProfile editApplicantProfile



«extends»



searchSQLQueriesExe cuted deleteApplicantProfile



searchTimeLog-in/ Log-out



«extends»



searchApplicantProfile providePermission



readContactInformation



changePermission



readDeveloperInformation



Diagram 5-2. Use case diagram
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5.5 Use Case Performa In this section, the report paper provides a description for some important use cases.



5.5.1 Register Use Case Number: 01



Use Case Name: Register



Goal: Registration users who would like to be a member of the system. Brief Description: This use case allows users to register with the system. So, users should start with this use case to work in the system. Actor (s): Users (Clients), and Administrators. Frequency of Execution: Registration only required once. Once registration the system can be a member of the system. Scalability: A majority of clients can register to the system (according to RMI scalability). That means there is a good scalability because of using RMI. Therefore, currently may be up to 1000 users may access the system without any issues. Criticality: Very High - It is so important since users cannot use the system without registration. Primary Path: The following steps are required when registering on the system:  Users should click on the Register button to open registration form.  Then, users should provide their details with a password and verify password.  Next, the user‘s information is sent to the database.  During registration, if any issues happened, such as do not fill all textfields, do not verify password correctly, duplicate values in the database, incorrect style of email, or the others the system will send a validation message for users.  After registration users should be waiting to take permission by the administrator because they cannot login to the system without permission.  When user permission has been accepted, then users can login and use the system. Use Cases Related to Primary Path: Providing permission. Exceptions: Users will not be able to complete a registration, if they do not follow the rules of the system, such as filling all textfields, verify password, input unique username, and the others. Notes: Users can modify their details while using the system. Issues may arise if more than five to six thousand people access the system as it may cause it to slow down. Table 5-1. Register performa
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5.5.2 Add New Applicant Profile



Use Case Number: 02



Use Case Name: Adding New Applicant Profile



Goal: Adding new applicant profile to the system. Brief Description: This use case allows users to add a new applicant profile to the system. Actor (s): Users and Administrators. Frequency of Execution: It is performed when users attempt to insert new applicant profile to the system. Scalability: There may be simultaneous adding new applicant profile attempts. Criticality: High - It could be said, it is important to add a new applicant profile for the system. Primary Path: While adding new applicant profile, there may be the following steps are required:  Login to the system.  Open Add New Applicant form.  Obtaining information by asking the applicant to add.  Applicant information is sent to the database.  If users do not fill all textfields, the system sends an error message. That means the system does not allow null value in the database.  After completing all textfields that required by the system, the new applicant profile will be added. Use Cases Related to Primary Path: SQL monitoring. (Administrators know about adding new applicant profile to the system). Exceptions: Users cannot add new applicant profiles, if they do not login to the system and fill all textfields that required by the system. Notes: Applicant will be able to tell the users to edit their profile. Also, this use case is under the monitoring by the administrators. Users who are in class ‗A‘, ‗B‘, and ‗C‘ can perform this use case. Table 5-2. Add new applicant profile performa



5.5.3 Edit Applicant Profile Use Case Number: 03



Use Case Name: Edit Applicant Profile



Goal: To edit applicant profile in the system. Brief Description: This use case assists users to modify applicant profile.
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Actor (s): Clients and Administrators. Frequency of Execution: It is executed, when users edit applicants‘ profile in the system. Scalability: There may be lots of editing happens at the same time without any issue (according to RMI scalability). Criticality: High - It is a quite important to edit applicant profile since users cannot change any data of the applicant profile in the database without it. Primary Path: To edit applicant profile, users should follow the following steps:  Login to the system.  Open Edit Applicant Profile form.  The user should send ‗First Name‘ and ‗Last Name‘ of applicant to the database till they will be able to obtain the old information about that applicant.  After that, users can gain and change applicant profile in the database.  Users should update fields that required by the applicant.  New data are sent to the database.  Finally, users can update the applicant profile if they do not have a problem with the system rules, namely, filling textfields, duplicate values, input correct Date of Birth, and the others. Use Cases Related to Primary Path: SQL monitoring. (Administrator knows about anything that may be happening by the users). Exceptions: Users may have a problem while updating, if they do not fill textfields, input correct data, and the others. Notes: This use case is under the monitoring, so users should be aware about that. Users in class ‗A‘ and ‗B‘ will be able to carry out this use case. Table 5-3. Edit applicant profile performa



5.5.4 Search Applicant Profile Use Case Number: 04



Use Case Name: Search Applicant Profile



Goal: Search on applicant profile. Brief Description: This use case aids users to search for applicant profile in the system. Actor (s): Clients and Administrators. Frequency of Execution: It is performed when users search for applicant profile. Scalability: There may be several users searching at the same time. Criticality: Medium - It is important to know about applicant profile. 82



Primary Path: Searching on applicant profile will be wanted the following requirements:  Login to the system.  Open Search Applicant Profile form.  Users should input ‗First Name‘ and ‗Last Name‘ to find.  If users did not fill textfields, they should obtain a validation message. Also, if that profile does not exist in the system, the system will send a message. On the other hand, if it exists in the system, the database will have a response to a user‘s request to send an applicant profile.  Finally, users will see applicant profile. Use Cases Related to Primary Path: SQL monitoring. (The administrator will see any users who are searching on applicant profile). Exceptions: Users will not be successful with searching, if the applicant profile is not available, or they did not input correct data to search. Notes: This use case is also under the monitor by the administrators. Simultaneous searches may be made; this could cause issues, like the system slowing down. Users in all classes can carry out this use case. Table 5-4. Search applicant profile performa



5.5.5 See User Name Use Case Number: 05



Use Case Name: See Users Name



Goal: See users‘ name while working. Brief Description: This use case allows administrators to see users‘ names who are available in the system currently. Actor (s): Administrators. Frequency of Execution: It is executed when users login to the system. Scalability: There may be lots of users‘ login to the system at the same time without any issues. Criticality: Very high - It is more important to know about the name of users who are working on the database presently. Primary Path: The monitoring screen will open automatically after running the server side, so administrators do not need to login to the system. Administrators will see users‘ names on the monitoring screen in the user monitoring side. Use Cases Related to Primary Path: User login. Exceptions: There may be up to five thousand users will login to the system, but the monitor screen may not be able to show all users‘ names because of the size. However, the system solved it by storing all users‘ login with their time login and logout in the database. Notes: The system does not allow two users who have the same name, which means the database does not allow duplicate values in the username field. Table 5-5. See users name performa
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5.5.6 See User Time Login/ Logout Use Case Number: 06



Use Case Name: See User Time Login/ Logout



Goal: To see users‘ time login and logout. Brief Description: This use case assists administrators to know about users‘ time login and logout. Actor (s): Administrators. Frequency of Execution: It is performed when users login to the system and logout from the system. Scalability: There may be lots of users login to the system simultaneously, and a majority of users logout in the system at the same time without any issues (according to RMI scalability). Criticality: Very high - It is more and more important to know about time login and logout of users, so administrators will be able to know about time that might be issue happened in it. Primary Path: Administrators will not be required to login to the system since the monitoring screen will open automatically after running the server side. Administrators can see users‘ time login and logout in the user monitoring side on the monitoring screen. Use Cases Related to Primary Path: Login and Logout. Exceptions: There may be lots of users will login to the system and logout from the system at the same time. Notes: The system allows the same time of two different users with their time login/ logout. That means the database allows duplicate value for time login and logout fields because there may be several different users login or logout at the same time. Table 5-6. See user time login/ logout performa
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5.5.7 See SQL Executed Use Case Number: 07



Use Case Name: See SQL Executed



Goal: To see all SQL executed in the system. Brief Description: This use case helps administrators to see SQL queries that will be executed by users. It shows name of users, time of executed, and users‘ works. Actor (s): Administrators. Frequency of Execution: It is executed when users work in the system. It is so sensitive, so when users do anything in the system it is executed automatically. Scalability: There may be lots of SQL queries execute at the same time without any issues. Criticality: Very high – It is more important in the system to know about who executed any sensitive queries, such as ―Insert‖, ―Delete‖, ‖Update‖, and ‖Select‖. Also it can be used to reduce the ethical issues in the system, for instance it avoids users to do some things in an unethical way, namely, delete or change applicant profile without reasons. Primary Path: The monitoring screen will be opened after running the server side, and also administrators can see all SQL queries which may be executed by the users in the SQL monitoring side on the monitoring screen. Administrators do not need to login to the system since the monitoring screen will be opened automatically. Use Cases Related to Primary Path: This use case relates to all use cases that are used to execute SQL queries in the system, for instance add, edit, delete, and search applicant profile, see and edit user‘s profile, and the others. Exceptions: There may be a lot of users execute SQL queries at the same time. So, the performance of the system may be coming down. Notes: The database is storing information about SQL executed. Issues may occur when the monitor screen will not be able to present all SQL executed because of a large number of SQL executed. Table 5-7. See SQL executed performa
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5.5.8 Search for SQL Queries Executed Use Case Number: 08



Use Case Name: Search SQL Queries Executed



Goal: To search on SQL queries executed in the system. Brief Description:



This use case allows administrators to search for SQL executed in the



system. It may be performed in different ways, namely, search by date, search by date and time, and search by date and username. Actor (s): Administrators. Frequency of Execution: It is carried out when administrators search for SQL executed in the system. Scalability:



Several administrators will be able to search in the system (according to the



PostgreSQL performance). Criticality:



Very High – It is more important since administrators will be able to obtain



information about SQL queries executed on previous days. Primary Path: After running the server side, administrators will be able to see SQL monitoring side on the monitoring screen. That side provides different various searches that administrators can use them to search for SQL queries which executed on previous days. Use Cases Related to Primary Path: None. Exceptions: There may be administrators write incorrect data to search. Notes:



The results of this use case assist the administrators to know about SQL executed on



the system, such as who executed it and when. Table 5-8. Search SQL queries executed performa
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5.5.9 Provide Permission Use Case Number: 09



Use Case Name: Provide Permission



Goal: To provide permissions for users. Brief Description: This use case is used to provide permission to users, so administrators can use this use case to divide users into system‘s classes (There are four different types of classes: ‗A‘, ‗B‘, ‗C‘, and ‗D‘). Actor (s): Administrators. Frequency of Execution: It is executed when administrators attempt to provide permission to users. Furthermore, when users have been completed registrations in the system this use case will execute to warn the administrators that some users do not have permission in the system. Scalability: There may be lots of users sent a request to obtain permission without any issues. Criticality: Very high – It is more important to the system since it avoids users to carry out tasks which are outside of their permission. Moreover, it is more important for the security of the system. Primary Path: To provide permission for users in the system, the following steps are required:  Got to Provide/ Change Permission side on the monitor screen.  Click on Provide Permission.  It can see all users who have registered on today and click on ‗HERE‘ button to obtain other users who do not have permission in the system (These users registered on previous days).  After that select username from the combo box to provide permission.  Choose user‘s class. If administrators did not select user‘s class, they should get an error message.  Click on Agree button to finish it. After that, users can have permission in the system. Use Cases Related to Primary Path: Login and Register. Exceptions: If users do not have permission, they will not be able to login to the system. Users cannot perform tasks which are outside their permissions. Notes: There may be up to three million users register to the system, so issues may arise to provide permission since it will be required lots of time to provide users‘ permission. Table 5-9. Provide permission performa
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5.6 Activity Diagrams In this section, it will be looking at several important actions that may be carried out by users or administrators. These actions are presented by an activity diagram as it can be seen in the following diagrams.



5.6.1 Client Side This side is going to present some important activity diagrams which may be achieved by users. These diagrams will discuss below.



5.6.1.1 Registration The following diagram shows an activity diagram where users register to the system.



user directed to login page



click on registraton



registration form



fills all in the fileds on the register form



click to register



Validations- have all fields been completed



NO



YES



user's information was sent to database



registration was successful



Diagram 5-3. User registration – Activity diagram
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5.6.1.2 User Login Diagram 5-4 shows that how users can login to the system.



user direct to login page



users should input 'user name', and 'password' to login



input login details



Validation- text fields have been filled



NO



System checks for that user, does he/ she exist in the database.



YES



system check to correct login detail



NO



YES



System also checks for user permission since users cannot login to the system if they do not have a permission. system check to user permission If the user does not have a permission, the system will send a message about he/ she should be waiting to give a permission by the administrators.



NO



system message



YES



login successful



main(user) page



Diagram 5-4. User login – Activity diagram
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5.6.1.3 Edit User Profile Diagram 5-5 is an activity diagram for users who edit their profile. This activity diagram assumes that the users already have registered to the system.



User should input user name and password to login.



user direct to login page



input login details



Check- user login



Not success



Success



main(user) page



user direct to edit user profile page



User write new information in fields on the update page. update fields on the update page



Validation- all fields have been completed



NO



YES



system check for duplicate values



YES



NO



Is there any duplicate value?



user update was successful



main(user) page



Diagram 5-5. Edit user profile – Activity diagram
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5.6.1.4 Add New Applicant Profile The diagram below illustrates that how users will be able to add a new applicant profile to the system.



user visits to login page



login details



Check- user login



Not success



Success



Users should have a permission to add new applicant. Users in class 'A', 'B', and 'C' can do it.



main(user) page



user direct to add new applicant profile page



Users should fill all text fields on the page by using applicant information fill all fields on the page



Validation- fields have been filled



NO



YES



one applicant profile has been added



main(user) page



Diagram 5-6. Add new applicant profile – Activity diagram
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5.6.1.5 Delete Applicant Profile Diagram 5-7 is an activity diagram for users who are going to delete applicant profile in the system.



user direct to login page



input login details



Check- user login



Not success



Success



Users should have a permission to delete applicant profile. Just users in class A can do it.



main(user) page



user direct to delete applicant profile page



User write first name and last name of applicant to delete.



data fills in the fields on page



Validation- fields have been completed



NO



YES



Is applicant profile exist in the database?



system check for applicant profile



Applicant profile not found



Applicant profile found



applicant profile has been removed



main(user) page



Diagram 5-7. Delete applicant profile – Activity diagram
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5.6.1.6 Search for Applicant Profile The following diagram is an activity diagram that presents searching for the applicant profile in the system.



Users should login user name and password to login.



user visits to login page



input login details



Check- user login



Not success



Success



All users classes can search on applicant profile.



main(user) page



user direct to search applicant profile page



Users write first name, and last name to search.



data fills in the fields on the page



Validation- fields have been filled



NO



YES



system search for applicant profile



Not found



Found



show applicant profile



System also send a message about applicant profile could not find.



main(user) page



Diagram 5-8. Search applicant profile – Activity diagram
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5.6.2 Server Side This side will show some significant activity diagrams which are carried out by administrators. These activity diagrams are discussed below.



5.6.2.1 See User Name Diagram 5-9 presents how administrators can see users‘ names which are available now in the system.



administrators direct to monitor screen



User name of all users who loged in to the system comes to the combo box in the user monitoring side on the monitor screen.



user monitoring side



Administrators can see all users who are working on the database currently



click on combo box



see all users name



Diagram 5-9. See user name – Activity diagram
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5.6.2.2 See Users Time Login/ Logout The diagram below presents an activity diagram which an administrator would like to see user‘s time login and logout in the system.



administrators direct to monitoring screen



user monitoring side



Users time login/ logout divided into two parts: 1- users time login/ logout on today. 2- users time login/ logout on specific day.



users time login/ logout on today



users time login/ logout on specific day



Administrators should input date that they want to see users time login/ logout click to see users time login/ logout



input date



Validation- date has been inputted present users time login/ logout



NO



YES



system checks for that day



Not found



Found



show users time login/ logout



monitoring screen



Diagram 5-10. See users‘ time login/ logout – Activity diagram
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5.6.2.3 Search for SQL Queries Executed Diagram 5-11 is an activity diagram which shows that administrators can search for SQL queries which executed on previous days.



administrators direct to monitoring screen



SQL monitoring side Administrators should input date and time that they want to search to see SQL queries executed on that day, and time. click to open search SQL executed



input date and time



Validations- date and time have been inputted



NO



The system search for that day and time in the database.



YES



system search for that day and time



Not found



Found



show SQL executed on specific day and time



monitoring screen



Diagram 5-11. Search SQL queries executed – Activity diagram
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5.6.2.4 Provide User Permission The following diagram shows that how administrators can provide permission for users.



administrators direct to monitoring screen



user permission side



click to open provide user permission Administrators need to select user in the combo box to provide permission. select user



Validation- is user selected



NO



Also administrators should choose class for user.



YES



choose user class



Validation- has class been chosen



NO



YES



click to provide permission Finally, the system send a message about provide user permission has been successful.



send data to database



provide user permission has been successful



monitoring screen



Diagram 5-12. Provide user permission – Activity diagram
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5.6.2.5 Change User Permission Administrators can change user‘s permission in the system as shown in figure 5-13.



administrators visit monitoring screen



user permission side



click to open change user permission



Administrators should input user name that they want to change permission for that user.



input user name



Validation- has user name been inputted The system will check to find that user.



NO



YES



system check to find user Also administrators should choose new class for that user.



Not found



Found



select new user class



Validation- has new class been chosen



NO The system will send a message to administrators about change user permission was successful.



YES



send new user class to the database



change user permission was successful



monitoring screen



Diagram 5-13. Change user permission – Activity diagram
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5.7 Sequence Diagram Users and administrators will be able to carry out a majority of activities in the system; some of those activities are presented by sequence diagrams. These sequence diagrams are divided into two sides: client and server. These two sides with their diagrams are presented below.



5.7.1 Client Side This side will be discussed some significant sequence diagrams which will be performed by the users.



5.7.1.1 Registration The following diagram shows a sequence diagram that presents a user registration in the system.



Registration Form



Login Page



User



Registration Database



user visits login page open register form System checks for validation, when users do not fill text fields, or they input wrong data in text fields the system sends a message to change it.



user fills in all the fields on the register form



user clicks to register



k s ec ch tion a lid



va



a lic up kd s ec lue ch va



send user Info. to DB System also checks for duplicate values in the database because the database does not allow duplicate values.



te



change duplicate values Users can login to system if they have a permission.



change duplicate data



registration was successful



user login User change duplicate values that the system sent him/ her to change.



Diagram 5-14. Registration – Sequence diagram
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5.7.1.2 User Login The diagram below illustrates that how users can login to the system.



User



Main(User) Page



System Database



Login Page



user visits login page



user send login detail



ck ns he io C dat li va



User send user name and password to login.



System checks for user validation, such as not fill textfields. System checks for user exist,so may be that user does not exist in the system.



send user Info. to DB



C r fo ck r he use r se ru n fo sio ck is he rm C pe



System also checks for user permission since may be that user exist in the system but he/ she does not have a permission.



user login was faild user cannot login to system



System does not allow that user to login, may be one of the following is true: User trys after user permission.



user visits login page



1- User does not exist in the system. 2- User does not give a permission by the administrator. 3- User might input wrong data to login.



user send login data



ck ns he io C dat li va send user Info. to DB



r er se us ru d fo a n ck on t he si is C is ex rm pe



user login was successful



user vists main page



Diagram 5-15. User login – Sequence diagram
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5.7.1.3 Edit User Profile Diagram 5-16 shows a sequence diagram which can be used to edit user‘s profile.



Login Page



Main(User) Page



Edit Profile Form



System Database



User user visits login page The system checks users' validation during login send login detail



ck ns he io C dat li va



After login, users can see main page in the system.



login was successful The system also checks users' validation during updating profile.



login was successful



click to open edit profile form visit update form



send new data to update



ck ns he io C dat li va send new data to database



d an ull ues k n al e c te v Ch lica p du



The system checks for duplicate values, and null value in the database since it does not allow both of them.



edit profile was successful edit profile was successful



If user does not have a problem with system checks, the update will be happened in the system otherwise the update will be failed.



Diagram 5-16. Edit user profile – Sequence diagram
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5.7.1.4 Add New Applicant Profile The following sequence diagram presents how users can add a new applicant profile to the system.



Login Page



Main(User) Page



Add New Applicant Profile



System Database



User user visits login page The system checks users' validation during login send data to login



ck ns he io C dat li va



After login, users can add, delete, and search on applicant profile, but depends on users permission, such as users in class A, B, and C can add applicant profile.



login was successful user login was successful The system checks for all fields that users used them to input applicant profile. click to open add new applicant form visit add applicant form



send applicant information to add



ck ns he io C dat li va send applicant Info. to DB



adding applicant was successful new applicant has been added



After checking, applicant profile may be added to the system.



Diagram 5-17. Add new applicant profile – Sequence diagram
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d ll an k nu s Chec ate value c dupli



The system also checks for duplicate and null value in the database since the database does not allow both of them.



5.7.1.5 Delete Applicant Profile Diagram 5-18 illustrates that how users will be able to delete an applicant profile from the system.



Login Page



Main(User) Page



Delete Applicant Profile



System Database



User user visits login page



send data to login



The system checks users' validation to login



ck ns he io C dat li va



After login, users will be able to delete applicant profile, if they have a permission.



login was successful user login was successful The system is checking for fields in the delete applicant form.



click to open delete applicant form visit delete applicant form



send applicant data to delete



ck ns he io C dat li va



send applicant Info. to DB t exis k to Chec licant app



The system also checks for applicant that might be deleted by the user, so if the applicant profile does not exist in the system, user will not be able to delete it. delete applicant was successful one profile has been removed



After ensure user about that delete, the system will send a message to user about one applicant profile has been removed.



Diagram 5-18. Delete applicant profile – Sequence diagram
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5.7.1.6 Search for Applicant profile Users can search for an applicant profile in the system as shown in figure 5-19.



Login Page



Main(User) Page



Search Applicant Profile



System Database



Show Profile



User user visits login page



send data to login



Check users' validation while login



ck ns he io C dat li va



login was successful login successful



click to open search applicant form visit search applicant form



The system also checks on filds in search page.



send data to search on applicant profile



ck ns he io C dat li va send search data to DB



find k to e Chec nt profil ca appli



The system checks for applicant profile, so if the applicant profile does not exist, users may not be able to see it.



show profile



After that, users will be able to see applicant profile on show profile page.



Diagram 5-19. Search applicant profile – Sequence diagram
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5.7.2 Server Side This side will also be presenting essential sequence diagrams that present some important actions which can be carried out by the administrators. These sequence diagrams are mentioned below.



5.7.2.1 See User Name Diagram 5-20 shows a sequence diagram that is used to present how administrators can see users‘ names that are available at present.



Screen Monitoring



User Monitoring



See User Available



Administrator administrator visits monitor screen



visit user monitoring side see users available



Administrator should visit user monitoring side to see all users who are working on the database currently.



Administrator can click on combo box in the user monitoring side on the monitor screen to see all users who are available.



Diagram 5-20. See user name – Sequence diagram
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5.7.2.2 See Users Time Login/ Logout The following diagram presents how administrators can see users‘ time login and logout from the system.



Screen Monitoring



User Monitoring



User Time Login/ Logout



Administrator administrator visits monitor screen



System Database



Show Time Login/ Logout



Administrator can see user's time login/ logout on today. visit user monitoring side



Also administrator can see user's time login/ logout on specifc day.



administrator click to see users time login/ logout



show time login/ logout on today



time login/ logout on specific day Check validations date input. input date



date inputted Check database for that day. k s ec Ch ation lid



va



Input date of that day that administrators want to see user's time login/ logout.



send date to the DB ec Ch kD a te



show time login/ logout



Show user's time login/ logout on specific day.



Diagram 5-21. See user‘s time login/ logout – Sequence diagram
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5.7.2.3 Search for SQL Queries Executed Diagram 5-22 shows a sequence diagram for administrators who are searching for SQL queries which were executed on previous days.



Screen Monitoring



SQL Monitoring



Search SQL Executed



System Database



Show SQL Executed



Administrator administrator visits monitor screen visit SQL monitoring side The system asks administrator to input date and time.



open search SQL executed



Check date and time validation.



input date and time



date and time have been inputted k s ec Ch ation lid



va



Administrator inputted date, and times (from, and to).



a te kd ec me Ch nd ti a



send date and time to DB



Check database to find that day, and time in that day.



show SQL executed



Finally, administrator can see all SQL queries executed in that day between two times.



Diagram 5-22. Search SQL queries executed – Sequence diagram
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5.7.2.4 Provide User Permission Diagram below illustrates how administrators can provide permission for users who do not have permission in the system.



Screen Monitoring



User Permission



Provide Permission



Administrator administrator visits monitor screen



System Database



The system asks the administrator to select user name.



visit user permission side



open provide permission page select user



user selected The system asks the administrator to choose user class.



choose class user



Check the system to ensure about user name , and user class have been selected.



chose class k s ec Ch ation lid



va



The system sends a message about provide permission was successful.



send user permission to DB provide user permission was successful provide user permission was successful Finally, user paermission will be stored in the database.



Diagram 5-23. Provide user permission – Sequence diagram
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5.7.2.5 Change User Permission Diagram 5-24 is a sequence diagram that presents how administrators can change the users‘ permission in the system.



Screen Monitoring



User Permission



Change User Permission



Administrator administrator visits monitor screen



System Database



The system asks the administrator to write user name.



visit user permission side



open change permission page write user name Check validation on the text field.



user name was written k s ec Ch ation lid



va



Administrator should write user name who may be changed his/ her permission.



send user name to DB



user name profile was found



ind of k t am e ec Ch ser n u



The system also asks the administrator to choose user new permission



select new class



When user name was found.



new user class selected



k s ec Ch ation lid



va



Administrator should also select user new permission.



send new class to DB Also system has a check to select class about is it selected or not.



change user permission was successful



change permission was successful



Finally, the system send a message about change user permission was successful.



Diagram 5-24. Change user permission – Sequence diagram
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5.8 Class Diagram The following diagram shows a class diagram for whole system. UnicastRemoteObject -serialVersionUID : long



PassportServer



*



+main() : void



DeveloperProfile



*



PassportClients



UserProfile



-GUI Variables : object



-GUI Variables : object



+developerProfileGUI() : void +actionPerformed() : void



+connectServer() : void



+userProfileGUI() : void +actionPerformed() : void



«interface» ActionListener +actionPerformed() : void



ApplicantProfile



PassportServerImpl



* *



+applicantProfileForm() : void +actionPerformed() : void



DeveloperContact -GUI Variables : object +developerContactGUI() : void +actionPerformed() : void



SeeSQLExecuted -GUI Variables : object -columnNames[] : string -data[][] : object +SeeSQLExecuted() +actionPerformed() : void



PassportMonitoring



«interface» PassportInterface +connectionDB() : void +insertRegisteration() : void +selectUserName[]() : string +selectPassUname() : string +obtainUserProf[]() : string +editUserProf[]() : string +addNewApplicant() : void +deleteApplicant() : bool +searchApplicant[]() : string +updateApplicantProfile() : void +loginTime() : void +userTimeLoginLogoutToday[][]() : string +userTimeLoginLogoutPDay[][]() : string +logoutTime() : void +logoutUsers() : void +deleteUser() : bool +UNotPermission[]() : string +availableUsers() : void +providePermissionUsers() : void +userPermission() : string +userProfChangePermission[]() : string +sqlMonitor() : void +getSQLExecuted[][]() : string +getSQLTimeExecuted[][]() : string



EditApplicantProfileFirst -GUI Variables : object -userName : string -permission : string +editApplicantGUI() : void +actionPerformed() : void



-GUI Variables : object



Remote



-host : string -nameDB : string -password : string -userName : string -conn : object -pstm : object -resultSet : object -url : string -countUsersLogin : int -monitorObject : object +connectionDB() : void +insertRegisteration() : void +insertLogin() : void +selectUserName[]() : string +selectPassUname() : string +logoutUsers() : void +obtainUserProf[]() : string +editUserProf[]() : string +addNewApplicant() : void +deleteApplicant() : bool +searchApplicant[]() : string +updateApplicantProfile() : void +UNotPermission[]() : string +loginTime() : void +userTimeLoginLogoutToday[][]() : string +userTimeLoginLogoutPDay[][]() : string +logoutTime() : void +availableUsers() : void +userPermission() : string +providePermissionUsers() : void +userProfChangePermission[]() : string +deleteUser() : bool +sqlMonitor() : void +getSQLExecuted[][]() : string +getSQLTimeExecuted[][]() : string



-GUI Variables : object -nameUsers : string -usersProfile : string +PassportMonitoring() +numberOfUsers() : void +nameUsers() : void +logoutUsers() : void +obtainUsersProfile() : void +obtainUserTimeLogin() : string +userWithoutPermission() : void +nameUsersRegisterNow() : void +obtainUsersProfToChangePermission() : void +sqlMonitoring() : void +loginLogoutDayBefore() : void +updateDateTime() : void +actionPerformed() : void «interface» ActionListener +actionPerformed() : void



LoginUsers -GUI Variables : object +loginUsersGUI() : void +actionPerformed() : void



AddingNewApplicant EditApplicantProfile -GUI Variables : object -heightFeet[] : string -heightInches[] : string -hairColour[] : string -eyeColour[] : string -userName : string -permission : string -applicantProfile[] : string -maleCaption : string -femaleCaption : string +editProfileApplicantGUI() : void +actionPerformed() : void



SearchApplicantProfile -GUI Variables : object -uName : string -permission : string -applicantProfileObject : object +searchApplicantGUI() : void +actionPerformed() : void



DeleteApplicant -GUI Variables : object -userName : string -permission : string +deleteApplicantGUI() : void +actionPerformed() : void



-GUI Variables : object -userName : string -permission : string -heightFeet[] : string -heightInches[] : string -hairColour[] : string -eyeColour[] : string -maleCaption : string -femaleCaption : string +addNewApplicantGUI() : void +actionPerformed() : void



«interface» ActionListener +actionPerformed() : void



UserClassGUI -GUI Variables : object -userName : string -permission : string +userClassGUI() : void +actionPerformed() : void



Diagram 5-25. Class diagram
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EditUserProfile Registeration -GUI Variables : object -maleCaption : string -femaleCaption : string +registrationGUI() : void +actionPerformed() : void



-GUI Variables : object -userNameGen : string -permission : string -maleCaption : string -femaleCaption : string +editUserProfile() : void +actionPerformed() : void



EncryptPassword +encryptPassword() : string +decryptPassword() : string



Chapter Six System Implementation 6.1 Introduction This section of the report runs the reader through the implementation phase, and the various pages of the product and what they carry out. Moreover, system implementation phase is a last phase of the DSDM that the product followed to develop, so in this section it will be found the implementation for whole system. The product pages will be divided into two sides: client and server.



6.2 Client Side In this subsection, it will be looking at various pages which are used for client side, and what they perform.



6.2.1 User Login Users can use the following figure to login to the system by using username and password. Users will not be able to login to the system if they input wrong data, or they do not have permission. So, for these two errors the system will send a validation message for users.



Figure 6-1. User login



Furthermore, Users can also use the above figure to visit user registration form to register with the system by clicking on ‗Registration‘ button.
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6.2.2 User Registration Figure 6-2 shows that users can be a member of the system by registering with the system. As it has been mentioned in the testing security section in the system testing chapter, the system does not allow users to input wrong data. Users should be aware about filling all textfields, input unique username, input correct style of email, input correct Date of Birth, and verify password. That means users cannot be a member, if they cannot solve these errors.



Figure 6-2. User registration



6.2.3 User (Main) Page Figure 6-3 indicates to the main page of the system, so after login to the system the first page which can be seen by users is User (Main) page. The main page is used as a basic page for all the other pages since all the other pages will open on the main page.
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Figure 6-3. User (Main) page



As it mentioned, there are four system‘s classes which can be used to divide users in the system. The navigation on the main page is different between these four classes as it mentioned below. Class ‘A’ – Users in class ‗A‘ can see the following main page after login to the system. Class ‗A‘ main page provides all features of the system to carry out. Therefore, users in class ‗A‘ can perform more tasks than the other user classes.



Figure 6-4. Class ‗A‘ main page



Class ‘B’ – Class ‗B‘ main page is a quite the same of the class ‗A‘ main page, but the difference between them is the main page of class ‗B‘ does not allow users in class ‗B‘ to remove applicant profile in the system as presented in figure below.
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Figure 6-5. Class ‗B‘ main page



Class ‘C’ – Figure 6-6 is a main page for users in class ‗C‘, as it can be seen that users in class ‗C‘ will not be able to edit or remove the applicant profile.



Figure 6-6. Class ‗C‘ main page



Class ‘D’ – Class ‗D‘ main page does not provide a menu to work on the applicant profile to add, edit, and remove, but they can search for it. The following figure shows the main page of class ‗D‘.



Figure 6-7. Class ‗D‘ main page
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6.2.4 Profile 6.2.4.1 See Profile Users will be able to see or check their profile in the system. Figure 6-8 shows that users can see their profile in the system.



Figure 6-8. See profile



6.2.4.2 Edit Profile Users can also update their profile in the system as presented in the following figure. The system will not provide user‘s password, and does not allow users to edit their username because of security.



Figure 6-9. Edit profile
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6.2.5 System 6.2.5.1 Add New Applicant Profile Users who are in the class ‗A‘, ‗B‘, and ‗C‘ can add a new applicant profile to the system. While adding new applicant profile, users should follow the rules of the systems, namely, filling all textfields which have an asterisk and inputting correct data. If they have a problem, they cannot add an applicant profile. Figure below indicates to add a new applicant profile to the system.



Figure 6-10. Add new applicant profile



6.2.5.2 Edit Applicant Profile The system allows users to edit applicant profile. Users should send ‗First Name‘ and ‗Last Name‘ to obtain applicant profile, then edit the applicant profile as it can be seen in the following figure.
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Figure 6-11. Find applicant profile to edit



After that, the user can obtain an applicant profile which may be edited as shown in the Figure 6-12. However, if they did not input correct data, they should get an error message. Users should also follow the system rules to edit applicant profile, for instance filling all textfields and inputting correct Date of Birth. This task can be carried out by users in class ‗A‘ and ‗B‘.



Figure 6-12. Edit applicant profile
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6.2.5.3 Remove Applicant Profile Only users in class ‗A‘ can perform this task, so users can remove applicant profile in the system as it can be seen in the following figure. Users should send ‗First Name‘ and ‗Last Name‘ of applicant to remove, after that the system will send a warn message to ensure the authenticity of removing that profile. If users inputted wrong data to remove, they should get an error message. Also, if they do not agree with removing, that applicant will not be removed.



Figure 6-13. Remove applicant profile



6.2.6 Search 6.2.6.1 Search Applicant Profile Figure below shows that users will be able to search on applicant profile in the system.
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Figure 6-14. Search applicant profile



Users should send ‗First Name‘ and ‗Last Name‘ of applicant to search, so if they inputted wrong data to search, they should obtain the following error message.



Figure 6-15. Searching error message



On the other hand, if they could input correct data to search, they can obtain an applicant profile as it can be seen in figure 6-16.



Figure 6-16. Applicant profile
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6.2.7 Contact Information 6.2.7.1 Developer Profile Figure 6-17 shows that users can read and acquire information about the developer of the product. According to usability research, it is quite important to give users.



Figure 6-17. Developer Profile



6.2.7.2 Developer Contact The system provides information about the contact. So, users can contact the developer of the product by using the following information that has been presented in the figure 6-18. It is more and more essential to provide users since while having a problem they will be able to contact.



Figure 6-18. Developer contact
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6.2.8 File 6.2.8.1 Exit and Logout Users can logout from the system by using one of these two features (Logout and System exit) that present in the figure below.



Figure 6-19. Exit and logout



6.3 Server Side This subsection will also provide a discussion about all pages that included in the monitoring screen with a brief description for each page.



6.3.1 Monitoring Screen Monitoring screen is divided into three parts: SQL monitoring, user monitoring, and provide/ change user permission. These three parts are used for monitoring users and SQL queries while working on the database. The following figure shows the monitoring screen.
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Figure 6-20. Monitoring screen



6.3.2 SQL Monitoring SQL monitoring is a first part of the monitor screen, and it provides three tabs that are used for monitoring SQL queries which may be executed by users.



6.3.2.1 SQL Monitoring on Today The system can monitor all SQL queries that may be executed by users while working. The following figure shows all SQL queries (‗Insert‘, ‗Update‘, ‗Delete‘, and ‗Select‘) which are carried out by users on today.
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Figure 6-21. SQL monitoring on today



6.3.2.2 SQL Monitoring on Previous Days The system provides two more important searches for SQL queries which were executed on previous days in this section. Therefore, administrators will be able to know about SQL queries executed through these two searches. These two searches are mentioned below.



6.3.2.2.1 Search SQL Monitoring by Date Search by date allows administrators to find all SQL queries that were executed on that day. So, administrators can use it to search for a specific date as shown in the following figure. If administrators do not fill the textfield, or input wrong date to search, they should not get a result.



Figure 6-22. Search SQL monitoring by date
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6.3.2.2.2 Search SQL Monitoring by Date and Time In this search, administrators can obtain SQL queries that were executed on specific days and at specific time. Figure 6-23 indicates to search on specific date (20/08/2012) and between specific time (16PM – 18PM). Administrators cannot obtain the result, if they inputted wrong data to search.



Figure 6-23. Search monitoring by date and time



6.3.2.3 Search for User SQL Monitor on Specific Date This search is a last search that the system provides to find SQL queries that were executed on previous days. Administrators will be able to search for all SQL queries that were executed by one user on a specific day. The following figure shows all SQL queries that were executed on ‗20/08/2012‘ by user ‗kurd2012‘. Administrators also cannot obtain the result, if they inputted wrong data to search.



Figure 6-24. Search for user SQL monitor on specific date
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6.3.3 Users Monitoring User monitoring is a second part of the monitor screen. Administrators will be able to use this part for monitoring users who is working on the database, or was working on the database.



6.3.3.1 Number and Name of User Administrators can know about the number and name of users who are working on the database currently as presented in the following figure.



Figure 6-25. Number and name of users



6.3.3.2 User Profile The system gives authority to see user‘s profile that is available now. Administrators can see user‘s profile by clicking on a user‘s name in the combo box. The following figure shows the profile of the ‗kurd2012‘ user who was selected from the combo box.



Figure 6-26. User Profile
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6.3.3.3 User Time Login The system allows administrators to know about user‘s time login to the system. The figure 6-27 presents the time login of the ‗kurd2012‘ user who was selected by the administrator.



Figure 6-27. User time login



6.3.3.4 User Time Login/ Logout In this section, the system provides user time login/ logout to and from the system. Consequently, administrators will be able to know about users‘ time login and logout on today or previous days.



6.3.3.4.1 User Time Login/ Logout on Today Administrators can click on ‗Show Time‘ to see users‘ time login and logout on today as it has been shown in figure below.



Figure 6-28. Users‘ time login/ logout on today
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6.3.3.4.2 User Time Login/ Logout on Previous Days Administrators will also be able to search for users‘ time login and logout on a specific date as it can be seen in the figure 6-29. Moreover, when administrators input wrong date to search they cannot gain the result, so administrators should be aware about inputting correct date to search.



Figure 6-29. User time login/ logout on previous days



6.3.3.5 Delete User The system provides the opportunity to remove users in the system. Therefore, administrators can delete users in the system. Administrators should input username and email to delete as presented in figure below. Also, the system will send a message to ensure administrators about removing that user.



Figure 6-30. Delete User
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Administrators will not be able to delete users, if they do not fill textfields, input incorrect user name, and input wrong email. The system will send an error message for each of them. The following figure shows that administrators inputted wrong username to delete.



Figure 6-31. Wrong username to remove



6.3.4 Provide and Change User Permission This section is a last section of the monitor screen, and it is used to provide and change users‘ permission. There are two parts of this section: provide and change user permission.



6.3.4.1 Provide User Permission Administrators can provide permission for users, so administrators use this way to divide users into four classes. Users will not be able to work in the system, if they do not have permission. Also, users cannot carry out tasks which are outside their permission. Figure 632 presents provide user permission in the system.



Figure 6-32. Provide permission
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When the administrators do not select a user name from the combo box, they should get a validation message as shown in the following figure.



Figure 6-33. Not select user name to provide permission



Furthermore, if they do not choose class for the user, they should obtain the following message.



Figure 6-34. Not select user class



6.3.4.2 Change User Permission Administrators can also change user‘s permission, however if they do not input a correct username in the textfield and select user class they will not be able to change user‘s permission. Figure 6-35 shows change user permission in the system.



Figure 6-35. Change user permission
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Chapter Seven System Testing 7.1 Introduction Testing of the system enables developers to look over their products and check for any errors which may appear. It also assists the developers to ensure that their applications are working correctly, and users will be able to use these applications without any problems. This section of the thesis looks at the testing that carried out before the product went final. Various types of testing were carried out to test the product of this dissertation, namely, Unit, White and Black Box, Security, Usability, and Acceptance testing.



7.2 Unit Testing In this type of testing, the product was tested by using JUnit (Java Unite) test that is only used by the JAVA programming language. Unit testing is used to test the source code, so all codes of the product were tested by JUnit testing. Moreover, all methods which included in the product were tested by sending inputs and obtaining outputs from them. All the methods of the product were passed under the JUnit testing as shown in figure below. Methods were tested by sending inputs and obtaining outputs, while obtaining the correct outputs that mean testing are successfully completed, and then JUnit sends the green line as it can be seen in the following figure.



Figure 7-1. Junit pass testing
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On the other hand, while obtaining incorrect outputs from the methods that mean testing was failed, and JUnit sends the red line. Figure 7-2 presents that methods were not passed under the JUnit testing.



Figure 7-2. Junit fail testing
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7.3 White Box Testing Like Unit testing, White Box testing is also used to test the source code of the product. Developers use this type of testing to test their source codes by sending inputs and obtaining outputs, so when they can obtain the correct output that means the product will be working correctly and vice versa. Furthermore, in this type of testing each method of the source code will be tested individually till developers will be sure about all methods of the product can work perfectly. All methods of the product of this dissertation were tested individually as it can be seen in the figure below which presents testing one method while White Box testing of the product.



Figure 7-3. Whit Box testing
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7.4 Security Testing In this type of testing, the security of the product has been tested to ensure that the product was secure, and all techniques were used to create a secure product are working perfectly. Therefore, some security techniques and SQL injection will be discussed in this section, and also how the product can avoid SQL injection. The system does not allow users to input wrong data while registering for the system. Therefore, when users input wrong data to the system, they should obtain an error message from the system. When users do not input data in the textfields while registration, the system sends a message to fill all the textfields that included in the registration form as presented in figure 7-4.



Figure 7-4. Fill textfields message



Moreover, the system does not allow wrong information. So, when users input wrong style of email to register, they should get the following message.



Figure 7-5. Input incorrect email message



The system does not allow duplicate ‗Username‘ while registration. Figure 7-6 shows that the system sends validation message, when duplicate values occurred in the database.



Figure 7-6. Duplicate username message
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When users do not verify password correctly, the system will also send a message to verify the password as it can be seen in the following figure.



Figure 7-7. Verify password message



While user login, the system provides a good security, such as users cannot login to the system, if they did not register with the system. So, every user should register with the system before login to the system. The system sends the following message for users who have not registered with the system.



Figure 7-8. Input wrong data to login



Also, the system does not allow users who do not have a permission to login to the system as shown in figure 7-9.



Figure 7-9. Permission message while login



As it mentioned in previous chapters, this project used a strong method to encrypt the user‘s password, so after registration user‘s password will encrypt in the database. The following figure shows users‘ passwords in the database.



Figure 7-10. User‘s password in the database
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Structured Query Language (SQL) injection is the vulnerability that results when a developer provides an attacker the ability to influence the SQL queries which an application passes to a back-end database (Clarke, 2009). The major purpose of the SQL injection is to fool the database system into running malicious code which will make known sensitive information. The SQL injection will be able to lead to exposure of all of the private information stored in an application‘s database, namely, usernames, users‘ passwords, credit card details, phone numbers, addresses, and the other private information (Clarke, 2009). It can be said that the SQL injection occurs when a developer allows users input which is directly placed into an SQL statement and does not properly filter out unsafe characters. In the product of this project some ways used to avoid SQL injection until attackers will not be able to steal user‘s private information. Theses ways are mentioned bellow. 



Encryption user’s login details – It can avoid attackers to login to the system. The product was used a wonderful method to encrypt users‘ password in the database, so attackers will not be able to login to the system or they cannot obtain user‘s password from the system. Furthermore, users should have a permission to login. Therefore, users cannot login to the system if they do not have permission.







Firewall opening – It avoids unauthorised access to the system.







Hide useful error message – The system does not provide more useful details in an error message which can be used as a guide to access the system.







Dynamic SQL queries – The system does not give a permission to users to change SQL queries in the system, so attackers can not change SQL queries in the system.







SQL queries monitoring – All SQL queries can be monitored by the administrators, so any SQL injections which may be happened in the system, administrators will know about them.







Input style – The system also uses style while inputting data in textfields, such as email, date, and the others. It is important to avoid wrong data while inputting, so attackers cannot use different styles to input data in the textfields.







Different files to write SQL queries – The system uses various files to write SQL queries statements which have an effect to change and remove in the system.
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7.5 Usability Testing In this type of testing, all the usability of the product was tested by the author and author‘s friends to ensure that all the GUI (Graphical User Interface) components, namely, navigation (menu), buttons, labels, textfields, combo boxes, and tabs are working correctly. The major purpose of this type of testing is to ensure that the product is easy to use and understand. The product of this project was tested twice since some GUI components had a problem in the first testing as they referenced in the partial pass column. This column presents the GUI components were passed, but not completely since in some parts of the product they had a problem, such as some buttons‘ labels were not clear in some parts. Therefore, the author fixed them after the first testing, and then tested again to ensure that all of them were passed completely. The following tables present the first usability testing of the product. Navigation (Menu) What to test



Reason to test



Test Method



Fail Partial Pass



Pass



Fail Partial Pass



Pass



Main navigation is Ensure that users can use Manual easy the main navigation in an easy way Navigation are clear



labels Ensure that all users can Manual read navigations‘ captions



Position navigation



of Ensure that all users can Manual access navigation very easy Table 7-1. Navigation testing



Buttons What to test



Reason to test



Test Method



Number of buttons Amount of buttons are reasonable sensible or not



is Manual



Buttons‘ labels



All users can understand Manual the buttons‘ captions



Buttons actions



The actions of all buttons Manual are working correctly



Buttons‘ positions



Users can access buttons in Manual an easy way Table 7-2. Buttons testing
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Labels What to test



Reason to test



Test Method



Fail Partial Pass



Pass



Fail Partial Pass



Pass



Fail Partial Pass



Pass



Number of labels The quantity of labels is Manual are logical reasonable in the system Labels font style



Labels‘ font style are ‗Times Manual New Roman‘



Labels font size



Labels‘ font size are ‗twelve‘



Manual



Labels‘ captions



Labels‘ captions are clear



Manual



Labels position



Seeing labels in the system Manual is so easy Table 7-3. Labels testing



Textfields What to test Textfields editable



Reason to test



Test Method



are Ensure that users will be Manual able to write texts in the all textfields



Hidden password



user‘s To ensure that textfields Manual which are used to write password can hide the user‘s password Textfields font Ensure that all textfields‘ Manual font style are ‗Times New Roman‘ Table 7-4. Textfields testing



Combo Boxes What to test



Reason to test



Test Method



Combo contents correct



boxes‘ Ensure that the contents Manual are are correct in all combo boxes



Combo actions



boxes Actions perfectly



Combo positions



boxes‘ Users can access combo Manual boxes in an easy way



are



working Manual



Table 7-5. Combo box testing
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Tabs What to test



Reason to test



Test Method



Content of tabs



To ensure that the content Manual of each tab is correct



Tabs‘ works



Ensure that all tabs are Manual working correctly



Fail Partial Pass



Pass



Fail Partial Pass



Pass



Fail Partial Pass



Pass



Table 7-6. Tabs testing



Developer Contact What to test



Reason to test



Test Method



Content of Ensure that the information Manual developer contact of the developer contact are correct Contact path



Clear path information



to



contact Manual



Table 7-7. Developer‘s contact testing



Search Engine What to test



Reason to test



Test method



Searches‘ works



To ensure that all types of Manual searches are working correctly



Obtaining information



Ensure that information that Manual obtained by searcher are correct



Searches are clear



To ensure that all users will Manual be able to use system‘s searches so easy Table 7-8. Search engine testing



After the first testing, the product was fixed all the GUI components which had a problem in the first testing. Therefore, in the second testing the product usability was working correctly, and all the GUI components were passed. So, now the product is so easy and ready to use.
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7.6 Black Box Testing In this type of testing, all the functionality of the product has been tested, and they were passed under the Black Box testing. Table 7-9 indicates to some functionality that users and administrators can carry out in the system, and also all of them have been passed under the Black Box testing. Test Number



Test



Expected Outcomes



Pass or Fail



1



Users click registration



2



Users click on login



3



User input invalid data Users should get a validation or an Pass while registration and error message login



4



Users click on see Users can see their profile in the Pass profile system



5



Users click on edit Users will be able to edit their profile in Pass profile the system



6



Users click on add Users can add an applicant‘s profile to Pass applicant profile the system, if they are in class ‗A‘, ‗B‘, and ‗C‘ Users click on edit Users also can edit the applicant‘s Pass applicant profile profile, if they are in class ‗A‘ and ‗B‘



7



on Users can register with the system and Pass obtain permission from the system Users can login to the system, if they Pass registered and have a permission



8



Users click on delete Users who are in class ‗A‘ can remove applicant profile applicant‘s profile in the system



9



Users click on search Users will be able to search in the Pass applicant‘s profile system for applicant‘s profile



10



Users click on contact Users can obtain contact information information



Pass



11



Users click on logout



Pass



12



Administrators click Administrators can see all SQL queries Pass on SQL monitoring which were executed on today



13



Administrators click Administrators can search for SQL Pass on search for SQL queries which were executed on queries executed specific day and at a specific time



14



Administrators input Administrators should obtain validation, Pass invalid date and time or error message while searching



Users can logout from the system
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Pass



15



Administrators number of users



see Administrators can see the number of Pass users who are available in the system currently



16



Administrators click Administrators will be able to see user‘s Pass on name of user profile who is available in the system now



17



Administrators click Administrators can see users' time login Pass on user‘s time login to the system



18



Administrators click Administrators will be able to search for Pass on user‘s time login/ users‘ time login/ logout on a specific logout date



19



Administrators on delete user



click Administrators will be able to delete Pass users from the system



20



Administrators on provide permission



click Administrators can provide permission Pass user for new users in the system



21



Administrators on change permission



click Administrators will also be able to Pass user change user permission in the system



22



Administrators did not Administrators should get a validation Pass select user class to message provide/ change user permission Table 7-9. Black box testing



To conclude, the Black Box testing was a success for the project, all the tests of the Black Box carried out passed and there were no bugs and errors which were required to fix. Furthermore, this type of testing was performed by the author of this dissertation and some author‘s friends who were doing a Master in computer science. Each test of the above was passed when the author and author‘s friends agreed with it.
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7.7 Acceptance Testing Acceptance testing was a significant phase of testing the system since in this type of testing users will give a feedback about the product. In this project, the product was needed feedback from students to say how they felt once they had used the product. Then, they would provide feedback and it could be gathered whether the users‘ requirements had met or not in the product. This project was tested by some students who were doing a Master, or had more experiences about computer science. After testing the system, the majority of students were so happy with the system to use, and several students provided some important points to add or change in the system. In addition, according to those students the product was passed under the acceptance testing. Furthermore, this project could obtain ten participants for the questionnaire. These participants had more experiences about computer science, and also the questionnaire had been carried out between different students who had different cultures since the project was about ethical and security issues. The results of the questionnaire are below and the questionnaire with one of the participant‘s responses can be found in appendix C. Questionnaire results The questionnaire has responded by ten respondents. Q1: Did you see any application that was used to monitor a database? 1- 40.0% students ticked ―YES‖. 2- 60.0% students ticked ―NO‖. Q2: If you would be a manager for a company which will be used a database to manage works, do you think, your company will be needed a monitor application for monitoring database? 1- 90.0% students ticked ―YES‖. 2- 10.0% students ticked ―NO‖. Q3: Which colour would you prefer to the system background? 1- 60.0% students supposed ―



‖.



2- 10.0% students supposed ―



‖.



3- 30.0% students supposed ―



‖.



4- 0.0% students supposed ―



‖.



5- 0.0% students supposed ―



‖. 141



Q4: Which colour would you prefer for the text in the system? 1- 0.0% students selected ―green‖. 2- 0.0% students selected ―red‖. 3- 30.0% students selected ―black‖. 4- 60.0% students selected ―white‖. 5- 10.0% students selected ―gray‖. Q5: Which type of text would you like to see in the system? 1- 40.0% students chose ―Arial‖. 2- 50.0% students chose ―Times New Roman‖. 3- 0.0% students chose ―Rosewood‖. 4- 10.0% students chose ―Twcenme‖. Q6: Which text size would you like to see in the system? 1- 0.0% students said ―eleven‖. 2- 70.0% students said ―twelve‖. 3- 20.0% students said ―fourteen‖. 4- 10.0% students said ―sixteen‖. 5- 0.0% students said ―eighteen‖. 6- 0.0% students said ―twenty‖.
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Diagram 7-1. Questionnaire results



Analysis the results of the questionnaire The results of the questionnaire showed (see Diagram 7-1) that lots of participants were not familiar with the type of the product, and it was really new. Also, large numbers of participants would like to use it in the future, so it can be said that this product may be used by lots of companies and organisations for monitoring a database. One participant stated that this product might be different to apply between cultures due to the fact that several cultures do not allow for monitoring people while working. Furthermore, according to the result of this questionnaire the colour schema and font style and size have been applied for the product, such as a majority of the participants liked to work on an application which has ‗light-blue‘ colour for background colour, ‗Times New Roman‘ style for font style, and size ‗twelve‘ for font size. The good points from the results of the questionnaire were: 



The participants like the product to use in the future.







The product was really new for some participants.







The colour scheme and font size and style chose by the participants for the product.
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Chapter Eight System Evaluation 8.1 Introduction The major aim of this project was to produce a product that could be used for monitoring a database. At this stage of this thesis, the product was finished and has been tested thoroughly. Therefore, the last stage is to evaluate the product and submit a personal evaluation. In fact, there are no tools which can be used to measure success, but the author concluded that by looking at the results of the testing it is possible to make a good evaluation. In this section, a brief description about various areas which were helpful to the success of the product, namely, methodology, project‘s schedule, aid from the course, and stakeholder meetings are outlined. A brief discussion about system design, system testing, and the final product is also held. Furthermore, the feelings of potential users about the usability of the product are outlined. Finally, several weak points of the project will be discussed.



8.2 Methodology Developers or researchers attempt to apply one or more types of methodology to manage their project since tasks become easier to perform. This project was to follow the DSDM agile method. The DSDM phases could assist the project to analyse, design, implementation, and testing of the product. Furthermore, the project‘s author could use it to analyse the requirements of the project. The analysis could aid the author to understand the whole project‘s requirements. Since this project had an allocated timescale to finish, the DSDM helped the project to finish on time. The DSDM also helped the project to continue in the right direction while producing the product. In addition, by using the methodology, this project was able to develop the product that contains all requirements of clients.



8.3 Project Schedule Managing time is a critical component of the project. Therefore, one of the most important ways which aided this project to achieve on time was the project‘s schedule or timetable. This project was started on 15 June 2012, and completed on 14 September 2012. That means this project had approximately ninety days to achieve. The project‘s schedule assisted tasks to complete on time, and also it was more important to organise tasks. The majority of projects attempt to have a schedule prior to commencing since it helps to avoid delays in the project. Also, the project‘s schedule helped the author to be aware of tasks which followed the current tasks, this was important to finish tasks on time. 144



8.4 Aid from Course Some modules of the course could assist this project to achieve. The skills and knowledge gained from the course have played a huge role in analysis, design and development of the product. Firstly, the Method and Modelling module helped to analyse and design the system. This module provided several ways to analyse the problems, namely, Root definition and SSM (Soft System Methodology). This project used these two ways to understand the problem. This module also aided the design of the application with Use Case diagram, analysis Use Cases, Activity diagrams, Sequence diagrams, and Class diagrams. Secondly, the Advanced Software Development module assisted this project to build the RMI between applications. Also, the product‘s codes could obtain many benefits from this module to write JAVA codes. Thirdly, Web and Network Services helped to build a network between the clients and the server of the project. Finally, the Internet Application module also aided this project to make a connection between the middleware application of the project with the database. That connection was built by the JDBC.



8.5 Stakeholder Meetings This project had some meetings with several people who had more skills about the branches of the project than the author. As a result, many benefits were gained from these meetings. In every meeting, the author could obtain some important points which were significant to support and improve the project. Furthermore, the stakeholders meetings assisted the author of this project to develop a secure, reliable, user-friendly product, and make the best design for the system.



8.6 System Design One of the five phases of the DSDM is the design phase. In all types of methodology, the design phase should be completed before the implementation phase since the design phase can aid developers to understand the requirements of the system, and it makes that system easy to implement or code. This project used screen design to design each page involved in the system. The project also used various types of UML diagrams that were helpful to analyse the requirements, such as Use Case diagrams to analyse the requirements and system behaviour. Furthermore, the project also used Activity and Sequence diagrams to clarify the message that will be transmitted between objects (instances of classes) or actors. In any project, when developers create a design to develop a product that design will change during development since a new idea or changing idea may occur. In this project, the final design of the product is quite different from the first design because some activities were changed from the system and new activities were added. The design of the product has been created by an idea supported by research and a questionnaire which was completed by ten 145



students to choose the colour scheme and font style and size. The font style and size of the product have been informed via the usability research and the questionnaire, and also the colour schema has been determined according to the usability and accessibility research and the questionnaire to ensure that all users can use the system easily.



8.7 System Testing Products must be tested to ensure that everything is working perfectly before publishing. Therefore, the product of this project was tested by various types of testing, namely, Unit, White Box, Security, Black Box, Usability, and Acceptance testing. The product was tested twice for each type of testing since some activities could not pass the first time, but after changing or fixing these activities passed the second time of testing. For that reason, it can be said that the product has been approved and accepted by different types of testing. All the types of testing performed on the product uncovered that the product was reliable, and any bugs which were embedded were exposed and included, also ensuring that the product was ready and safe for users.



8.8 The Final Product The project was successfully achieved on time. The final product was delivered to the users (clients) and they were happy with the work of the product. The product is quite robust since it was tested by clients and others, and also they provided good feedback about the product. The product has met all requirements which were supplied by the clients. The final product also allows the addition of new functionality, and maintenance in the future.



8.9 Potential Users’ Feelings with the Product In this subsection, the feelings of the product‘s clients relating to usability of the product will be highlighted. The product was accomplished depending on the user requirements that were collected through research, questionnaires, interviews, and email. Therefore, it can be said that the final product was developed successfully, and it contains all requirements of the users of the product. As mentioned in the test chapter, the author tested the product with some friends and other students who were doing an MSc at Huddersfield University. That means the usability of the product was accepted by the product‘s clients. However, they had several comments on the product to add and change. The final product included all the important comments which were taken from clients. The author asked some clients to work on the product and then provide their feelings about the usability of the product. They stated that the system was wonderful since they could use it easily way, and they were able to solve some problems which may occur while working with the databases. Furthermore, in the questionnaire, the first two questions were used to earn people‘s feeling with the product. 146



According to the second question 90% of people who responded would like to have and use the product in the future. In general, the feeling of the potential users was positive with the product, and they would like to use it in the future.



8.10 Weak Points There is no project which does not have any weak points and the same is true of this project Firstly, users cannot obtain permission from the system automatically after completing registration, so they have to wait. This is a negative side of the product since if more than two or three million users register to the system, users would be waiting for a long time to get permissions which should be provided by the system. Secondly, the system does not provide a pop up calendar on the ‗textfields‘ in the system to select a date. So, sometime users will have a problem with inputting values of date. However, the system guided users by using captions to write a correct style of date. These weak points were difficult to correct because of the timescale allocated for the project. Therefore, the author recommends that they are addressed in future work.
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Chapter Nine Conclusion and Future Work 9.1 Conclusion To conclude, this project has met its major aim of developing a product monitoring based system which may be used by a majority of companies and organisations to reduce issues while working on databases. The original intention of this project was to reduce or solve two of the most common issues that might occur while working with the databases. These two issues were: security and ethical issues. The project had a plan to solve problems by producing a product that can be used for monitoring users and SQL queries while working, and also avoid users carrying out different tasks in the system by providing and changing users‘ permission. Undertaking this project has been an extremely positive experience. Furthermore, this project was a combination of application development and research work, therefore there was very good scope to learn about a variety of technologies. It is rewarding to be able to apply the technical ability developed on the MSc course to a real world situation. The skills acquired to solve real world problems are a great asset. What is more, the project was to follow the Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM), on account of the amount of work that would be required and the limited time period available. It can be said that one of the most important ways that aided this project to achieve was the use of the DSDM agile method since it assisted the project to successfully accomplish research, analysis, design, and implementation of all key functional requirements outlined by clients (users) and found in the functional requirements. According to all types of testing which were carried out on this product, this project achieved the product successfully, and the product is ready to use now. The author is confident that many companies and organisations will be able to gain significant benefits from the product. They can use it for monitoring their database as it aids companies and organisations to know about anything that occurs on the database while working, such as unauthorised access, performed sensitive SQL queries (‗Delete‘ and ‗Update‘), the number and names of users who are available in the system currently. Furthermore, companies and organisations do not need to spend much money to apply the product and time to teach employees since it provides an easy interface to use and it does not require high investment to apply. This product will be able to fill a gap that exists in the computer science.
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9.2 Future Work There are a few supplementary requirements and developments that could not be achieved during this project due to time constraints. This section provides some recommendations which will be more helpful to accomplish these unfinished functions in future work. One function that was implemented in the product was providing user permission which can be improved in the future. Users could not obtain permission directly after registration, so they had to wait until administrators provided it. Providing permission by the administrators is not logical in the system since if more than three or four million users registered to the system, administrators need a lot of time to provide users' permission. Providing user permission could be improved or solved by sending an automatic email which contains some questions after user registration. Therefore, the user will be able to obtain permission from the system depending on the answers to these questions. Another thing that can be improved in the future is dividing administrators into various levels with different tasks to carry out. Furthermore, creating a login page and registration form for administrators in the system would be of benefit. What is more, this paper also provides a recommendation to improve the security of the system by using recapture information for the registration form. These new functionalities can be added as the product allows for new functionality addition.



9.3 Dissemination The results of this project could be shared with many parties. Firstly, it is very useful for all the offices that are dependent on using databases, especially the ID and Passport office as they can use it for monitoring databases. Secondly, banks can use it in their systems for avoiding possible frauds and counterfeiting by their employees. Thirdly, the computer science departments can make use of it for teaching some subjects such as Programming, Information Security and Database. Finally, the outcomes would be useful for anyone who is interested in studying JAVA Programming Language.
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1. Project Title Multi-Tier Java Architecture for Secure Database Manipulation



Mo nit or GU I Cli en t



JAVA RMI Database



Cli en t



JAVA Application Server



Cli en t Cli en t



JDBC



JAVA RMI



Project architecture



2. Introduction Computer databases are now used in widespread use in both small and large organizations for storing information or data for a period of time. Database management system (DMS) is useful to assist companies or organizations to manage the complexion data of any record. In any real work, in any organization, database management system is applied and it is one of very important thing in the organization (Garcia-Molina et al., 2000). A database management system is obligatory for a big company, corporation or organization, due to the fact that by applying database management system, those institutions will be easily to manage their data efficiently and effectively. However, it has some drawbacks during work (Amberto, 2011). Nowadays, there are a lot of software applications for creating a database, such as Oracle, SQL server, PostgreSQL, MySQL, Microsoft Office Access, and the other software applications. Each of them has special properties that are used to distinguish from the others. Companies or other institutions attempt to know about those properties before they are going to use it because those properties are more important to select one application that will be used to build a database, which means companies try to know about the benefits and drawbacks of that application that will be chosen to create companies‘ databases. One of the most important things that lots of companies might think about it is monitoring section, because monitoring section can solve two important issues: security and ethical issues. So, monitoring section will avoid anauthorised access that might be occurring while working on the database and it will also avoid some ethical issues that might be happened during work, namely, ―delete‖ or ―update‖ data in the database by users without 156



any purpose. Therefore, this project provides an application for monitoring users while using a database. This project will choose PostgreSQL to create a simple database for ID and Passport office since that location must be more secure and they should monitor the users while using the database till they will be able to protect peoples‘ information. Furthermore, it assists administrators to know about anything that might be happening in an illegal way, such as creating a counterfeit ID and Passport by employees for family members or friends, consequently this application will monitor SQL queries (Delete, Update, Select, and Insert) while using. This problem is more popular in my country, so this project will help ID and Passport office in my country to avoid it. According to Sethi et al. (2002), JAVA language provides lots of features about security and a majority of web developers attempt to build their web systems by using the JAVA language since it has a good security and it is so easy in the area of networking. For these reasons, this project will choose JAVA language to build the application that will be used to monitor a database.



3. Problem Statement Nowadays, in the round of the world lots of companies, organizations, and corporations use databases to manage their work since the database can assist them to manage their works so easy. However, lots of software applications that will be used to build database may not provide a good monitor section, and if they provide this section may not be user-friendly and may be more expensive to use, such as the monitor section in the Oracle. As it can be seen, free software on the Internet cannot provide better features for users because it does not contain lots of features to use, for instance PostgreSQL, MySQL, Microsoft Office Access, and the others. Therefore, if users want to use features in that software they should pay to use it, so lots of companies or organisations ignore it. Security and ethical issues are more dangerous in the database system, because if security issues are occurring, private information may be lost; as it can be seen lots of hackers try to break the database to obtain users private information, namely, password, credit card, and the other private information. What is more, sometime in companies or organisations some employees might assist their friends or families to carry out their tasks in an illegal way that is ethical issues which may be happened during work. So, this project will assist to solve these two issues. Furthermore, it can be seen in some countries especially in Kurdistan that is my country, the computer science is a new science that has been appearing a few years ago. So, companies and organisations might not be able to apply monitoring section for monitoring their database while working because it was so difficult to find someone who has a good skill in the database management system to manage that database monitoring. As a result, a proximately ninety percentage of companies and organizations have been attempting to use
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a simple database to manage their works without monitoring. However, lots of issues occur while working on the database during a day. There are some problems that may be occurring while working with the databases. 



Do not know about the number and name of users who are working on the database currently.







Unauthorised access may be able to access the database directly, since there is not middleware between clients and the database to avoid it.







Different users can do the same works in the database.







Some sensitive SQL queries (―Delete‖, ―Update‖, and ―Insert‖) might be executed without knowing about who did them, and why they did them.



Also some other problems might be occurred during work. However, those problems will be able to solve by creating an application for monitoring a database.



4. Project Objectives The main aim of this project to design and build Multi-Tier architecture through using one of the high level OOP languages that is JAVA language to avoid security and ethical issues during working on the database that will be created by PostgreSQL. This project will involve three applications to build that architecture, as it can be seen the diagram in the project title section. First application (Client Application) This application will provide a GUI to clients until they will be able to access the database by providing their permissions. That means this application will work on the client side. Second application (Middleware Application) It is used as a middleware between first application and the database. Therefore, it can be said that this application is used to make a connection between clients and the database. The connection between first and second applications will be created by using RMI (Remote Method Invocation), because RMI allows lots of clients to work on the database, and RMI is used to make a connection between the client and the server when both of them designed and created by JAVA language. Moreover, clients cannot access the database directly since this application allow clients to connect with the database, so it can be said that unauthorised access cannot access the database directly without monitoring since there is a middleware to connect with the database. Also the connection between second application with the database will be built by using Java Database Connectivity (JDBC). 158



Third application (Monitor Application) This application is used as a monitor for monitoring clients while working on the database. This application will be working on the second application, so any important thing that might be happening on the second application, this application will know about it, and present it. As I mentioned, this application will work on the second application since clients cannot do anything on the database without the second application. Finally, it can be seen there is a Multi-Tier architecture since the second application is working as a middleware to make a communication between clients and the database, or to transfer client requests to the database, and return database responses to the clients. As it mentioned about some problems while working on the database in the problem statement section, so this architecture will solve them, as it can be seen in the following. 



When users login to the system via first application, after that their names appeared on the screen monitor, which means all users who are working on the database their names will appear on the monitor screen. So, the first problem will be solved by appearing users‘ names on the monitor screen. Also it is more important to know about the number and profile of users who are available now in the system.







As mentioned above, there is a middleware to connect to the database. So, users cannot access the database directly without the second application. It can be said, this step will be solving the second problem to avoid unauthorised access to the database, and so all users should send their requests to the second application to obtain responses from the database. Users can just use this way to access the database. Third application (Monitoring)



First application (GUI)



Second application (Middleware)



X Users cannot use this way to access the database, since the database does not have a response for this way, and it does not allow to access by this way.
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This project application will also provide permissions for users on each table in the database, so users in this project will be divided into four classes. o



Class A: Users in class A can do everything on tables in the system, such as ―delete‖, ―update‖, ―insert‖, ―search‖, and the others.



o



Class B: Users in class B are the same of users in class A without carrying out ―delete‖ query on tables, so users in class B cannot execute ―delete‖ query in the system



o



Class C: Users in class C cannot execute ―delete‖ and ―update‖ queries on tables in the system.



o



Class D: Users in class D cannot execute ―delete‖, ―update‖, and ―insert‖ queries in the system, just they can do a search and see profiles in tables.



Therefore, this feature will solve the third problem that mentioned in problem statement section, so users cannot do everything in the system. Moreover, providing user permission is wonderful to avoid security issues that might be happened during work since users‘ works are limited in the system. And also this feature will assist to decrease the loading on the database, such as might be few users execute ―insert‖ query in the system simultaneously, and it assists to increase the performance of the database, because the database knows about the users‘ works. 



The last feature that this project will be discovered is monitoring SQL queries while working on the database. So, it avoids employees to do something in an illegal way, such as help their friends and families to carry out their work. Also this feature will assist the manager of companies to know about who executed any sensitive queries, namely, ―Delete‖, ―Update‖, and ―Insert‖ queries. It can be said that this feature will assist to decrease ethical issues while working on the database.



4.1 Goal and Objectives Goals



Objectives



Appear number and name of users



Assist administrator to know about how many users are available on the database, and who are they.



Divide users into classes



Provide permissions to users on tables in the database.
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Provide search engine



This application provides a good search engine to administer, so administrators can do the following search in the system. 



Search for user profile which is available now.







Search for user‘s time login and logout.







Search for a specific date to know about who executed sensitive queries.







Search for specific times on one day to know about SQL queries that have been executed.







Search for users to see their profiles to provide/ change permission.



An application which is easy to use



The application provides an easy interface for users to use, so users can use it in an easy way.



Avoid ethical issues



By using this application, administrators will be able to know about who executed any sensitive SQL queries (Delete, Update, Select, and Insert) during a day.



4.2 Critical Success factors The following points are some critical success factors. 



Excellent communication with stakeholders and supervisor.







Attend all meetings with supervisor, so it can be gained good information.







Time management-ensure all works can be completed on time following project plan schedule.







If any work might not be completed on time, it could be mentioned to do in the future works.







Looking at the existing software to obtain good information.







Investigate various applications which can be used in order to ensure that the system is secure.
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5. Deliverables This project will have a significant result about how companies and organisations can monitor their databases while working, and also how they can avoid two more popular issues: security and ethical while working on the database. Therefore, the final outcome of this project to produce a Multi-Tire JAVA architecture that contains three applications (see Project Objectives section) to monitor a specific database, together with associated documentation, such as a user guide and code listing to allow for future maintenance of the system. Delivering of the system 



Provide an easy interface for clients to work on the database remotely







Implementation of the RMI to produce Multi-Tier JAVA architecture







Provide another application to monitor users‘ works during work on the database







Search engine on the system



6. Existing system Nowadays, some of the software applications that are used to build a database provide a monitor section for users. So, to look at an existing system, this terms of reference paper chooses Oracle monitor section to discuss and compare with the monitor section that will be created in this project due to the fact that Oracle provides a good security section for users while using the database. The following figure shows that all rooms in the Oracle system to monitor users and SQL queries. So, if we look at the following figure, it can be seen that there is no room to know about who executed sensitive SQL queries during a day, that means do not know about users‘ works while a day. However, it provides some other features for monitoring.



Oracle monitor section
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Moreover, the windows that Oracle monitoring section provides to users are not user friendly because of more complex, so users might not be able to understand it. The following figure presents Top SQL room in the Oracle monitoring section.



Top SQL room in Oracle monitor section



Many applications that will be used to build a database will require lots of cost to provide monitor section. So, a majority of companies and organisations ignore it because of the cost. The system that will be created in this project will solve these three issues. Firstly, provides rooms for knowing about number of users who work on the database currently and knowing about who executed sensitive SQL queries, namely, Delete, Update, and Insert. Secondly, the system will provide a wonderful user interface till users can use the system in an easy way, which means the system is user-friendly. Finally, companies and organisations do not need to spend a lot of cost to obtain it.



7. Methodology Methodologies impose a disciplined process upon software development with the aim of creating software development more predictable and more efficient. In order to make an informed decision of which methodology to use, it is essential to look at the deliverables required from the project together with the time scale by which those deliverables have to be finished and handed over to the client. This Terms of Reference is going to describe some different methodologies, and describe which one is more helpful to complete the system. There are a lot of methodologies that might be used to build the system, such as Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC ), Waterfall Model, Incremental Model, Spring Model, Rapid Application Development, Agile Methodologies (DSDM, XP, FDD, Scrum, AUP, and the other agile methods), and the others. Each of them has some specific properties that are used by the developers to choose. 163



This project will be selected agile methods to work since agile methods prove to be the best approach especially in projects where there is only limited time. Another major reason is from proven real life consequences of failing to go agile in projects. The FBI sentinel project as a typical example wasted lots of time and costs while hopping down the traditional approach and saw a significant savings in the time and costs when the project was redefined to follow an agile way (Olszewski and Wingreen, 2011). What is more, agile methods emphasises four major principles (Cooke, 2010). 



Individuals and Interactions over processes and tools.







Working system over comprehensive documentation.







Client collaboration over contract agreements.







Responding to change over following a plan.



The following figure illustrates the basic attributes of agility in the context of a development project.



Agile development method (RomanLogic, n.d)



As mentioned above, there are lots of agile methods that will be used to assist this project, but one of the most important method that will use in this project is Dynamic System Development Method (DSDM). DSDM is an organised, common-sense process focused on delivering business solutions quickly and powerfully. Furthermore, DSDM is similar in lots of ways to Xtrem Programming (XP) and SCRUM methods, but it has its the best uses where the time obligation is fixed (Clifton and Dunlap, 2003). The following figure shows all phases that include in the DSDM development life cycle.
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DSDM phases (Stapleton, 1997)



Furthermore, DSDM focuses on delivery of the business solution rather than team activity. DSDM creates heavy use of prototyping to make sure interested parties have a clear image of all aspects of the system (Clifton and Dunlap, 2003). Also DSDM is an agile canopy which opposing to XP builds upon an origin from the Rapid Application Development (RAD) that is an adaptation of the traditional waterfall model, but with a higher speed. The identified practise under the RAD involves breaking down development projects into phases which seems not agile enough since there are certain processes practicularily associated with certain phases but since DSDM is a reformed and more agile version of RAD, the practises have been modified and reformed to now include: having the involvement of intended users of the system, having the authority within the team to create decisions, focusing on various delivery of products, all changes while development are reversabile (Stapleton, 1997). Most of the DSDM principles merge the plans of this project, so it will be implemented feasibly to achieve success in this project. Finally, this project may be used other methods while working since in some steps it might be required a new method to apply, so this project will use another method during work and it should be mentioned all methods in the final report about this project. This project will also use the qualitative methods to gather data, for instance making an appointment with some people who have more skills about this project to obtain a good idea. Moreover, it might be used an Internet mail to get good information from the other country, such as Kurdistan since this project is more important to my country, so it should be use there idea to use.
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8. Risks, Constraints, and Assumptions The important part of the project management is risk management. It is a process that is undertaken in order to resolve any problem arising during a project, and it also allows key decisions to be made. Furthermore, it is known as a methodology that managers use in order to undertake issues, this is indicated in the following figure. Risk management includes the logical and systematic approach by identifying, analysing, assessing, planning, responding and monitoring the risk (JiscInfo, 2012).



Qualitative Risk Analysis



Risk Response Planning



Risk Identification



Risk Monitoring and Control



Quantitative Risk Analysis



Risk management (JiscInfo, 2012)



8.1 Risks While working on any project that may arise some possible risks, therefore there are some of the potential risks which may occur whilst working on this project. 



The system is not completed on time.







Time management-lack of enough time as this project has three months to complete.







Lack of the relevant information acquired for this project.







Incorrect use of technologies, such as RMI for the required problem specification resulting in an inefficient final product.







Problems in communication with the stakeholders.
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8.2 Constraints There are some main constraints of the project. 



Fixed deadline in order to complete the system.







Data protection in the database.







Security issues of the system.







Complex codes to understand.







Do not obtain relevant resources.



8.3 Assumptions The following list is some of my assumptions during working on the project. Project Assumptions I will divide my time correctly on all project works, since this project just has three months to complete. This project will divide into two parts: technical and report parts, so technical part should be finished before writing a report. I will gather relevant information for the project by asking stakeholders, and make a communication with the other people. I will provide documentation for all aspects of the project. All identified resources for the success of the project being available to carry out set tasks. I will work on this project five days a week as no other modules are coinciding.



9. Project Control The project can be monitored and controlled by the regular meetings which are going to be carried out with my supervisor, and write notes during them. Furthermore, I should make a report for each part of the system after completed, and then give the project‘s supervisor till he will be able to write his notes and provide his view on it. So, the project supervisor will ensure that everything goes according to our plan.
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9.1 Issue Control In the event if any issues arising in this project, I aim to resolve these with immediate effect. Issues may divide into some levels depends on priority of issue. So, the issue that has a higher priority can be dealt with earlier than the others. Any issue in this project may be needed some steps to solve. Firstly, select issue that will arise while working on the system. Secondly, analyse that issue with my supervisor, and the other stakeholders. Finally, find the best way to solve it with the project‘s supervisor. If that issue will not be able to solve, my supervisor with I should think about changing that part in the project.



9.2 Change Control When I want to propose a solution to something that has been completed, i.e. I want a part of the system to be changed; I need to let my supervisor know about why I want the change. So, I should talk with my supervisor and I should clarify the change for him till he will be able to understand it. Therefore, if he agrees with me, the change will be occurring otherwise that change should be refused in the system. In addition, if the change occurred in the system, I should indicate that change in terms of reference and I should submit new terms of reference for the project.



9.3 Financial Control As I will explain in the resource section in this Terms of Reference paper, this project does not require any cost to spend since all parts of this project may be found on the Internet for free. Furthermore, if I need any plug-in that cannot find for free, the University provides a limit cost for each project that will be done by students, but I think I do not need any cost for it. Also all resources may obtain in the round of the University because University provides a big library for students, and it provides a good search engine to obtain relevant resources, namely, journal, e-book, conference report, previous dissertation report, and the others.



10. Stakeholders There are some stakeholders who might be useful to ask for this project. Project Supervisor: Lukas Chrpa – My project tutor will be of great help for both assistance and guidance throughout this project. PHD Students: Baghtiar Saeed and Ejaz Musaver – They are also important for this project, seen as they have experience in doing a dissertation in previous years. So, the knowledge which they have gained in doing dissertation will prove to be useful for this project.
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Java Programming Language Expert: Gary Allen – He has more skills about Java Programming language, so he will be useful for this project, seen as he has the development skills and so he can give me an insight to the product and share his view. Lecturer: Steve Wade – He will be useful to discuss about the design and analyse the system, since he has lots of experiences about UML diagrams and methodologies, therefore his views will be very important in the initial stage of this project. People who work in the Passport and ID office in the Kurdistan – This stakeholder will be so important to build the database for the system by obtaining their ideas in the system. This communication will be done by using Internet mail and mobile phone. Finally, it could be said that those stakeholders are the main for this project, but sometime might be needed to ask other people to help and guide the system.



11. Relationship to the course The MSc computing modules provide students with an opportunity to improve their skills or experiences about computing. All modules in MSc Advanced Computer Science support students to learn how they can make an application that can be used to solve a specific problem. This project will be produced an application for monitoring a database. Therefore, it could be said that many modules in MSc Advanced Computer Science can assist this project. Some modules that were taken during this study are related to this project. All these modules present in the following. Advanced Software Development (CMS3405): It is the most important module for this project since this project will build an application for monitoring a database. It can be said that this module can help this project to make this application very well, due to the fact that all lectures in this module teach students about how they can create an application. It would appear that, it will assist me to gain more skills about how I can produce this application for some security and ethical issues that might be occurred during work on that database. Method and Modelling (CMS3415): This module is also important to analyse and describe those problems because in this module we have taken Unified Modeling Language (UML) that is used as a language to describe and communicate the structural and procedural aspects of a project during analysis and design phase (Oestereich, 2002). So, UML can be used in this project to describe and analyse problems that occurred during work on the database. What is more, this module is essential to decide about which methodology is more useful for this project.
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Web and Network services (CMS3407): This module can assist and guide this project to make networking between several users and the database. Since this project is used multi tire, so this module is so important to make a connection between them. Internet Application Module (CMS3406): This module can also support this project because in this project it should be created a connection between JAVA language and the database (PostgreSQL). So, some lectures in this module teach students about how they can make a relationship between JAVA language and database by using Java Database Connectivity (JDBC).



12. Planning 12.1 Approach According to the timetable that is provided by the University for Master Dissertation, this project will be completed by ninety four days. It had commenced on 13th Jun 2012 and everything should be completed by around 10th – 15th Sept 2012. This project will be divided into a number of milestones that will be discussed in the next section. So, a project plan has been created that will be presented in the next section.



12.2 Milestone Plan Below are Gantt charts that show the various steps undertaken to complete this project on time. It can be seen that this project has been divided into three sections: Research, Technical, and Report sections. Research section: In this section, it will be obtained relevant information on all parts of the project.
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Technical section: In this section, it will be built the product for the system.



Report section: In this section, it will write a report about wholly system.
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13. Resources This project will need some sources that can be found in the round of the Huddersfield University. It does not need to spend any cost to buy software or hardware due to the fact that it can be obtained all parts of this project on the Internet for free, such as PostgreSQL, Java Development Kit (JDK), JDBC, and the other parts of this project. Furthermore, this project needs the area that contains PCs that are involved Microsoft windows operating system and they should have a connection to transfer data, but it can be found this area in the round of the University (Ground Floor in the Canal side west in room CWG/ 03). Furthermore, the Huddersfield University provides a big library and good search engine that is Summon. Thus, it can be gained a lot of resources by using these two good things for this project. As a result, all resources that might be used in this project can be gained in the round of the University without spending any cost.
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Appendix B: Rich Picture The following figure presents the rich picture of the whole system.
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VB
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Appendix C: Questionnaire Simple questionnaire was carried out in this project. The questionnaire was important to gather information, and to decide on the colour scheme and font style and size of the product. The questionnaire shows below.



Remember! Your information will be more helpful to use. 1. Did you see any application that was used to monitoring a database? (Please, tick your answer) Yes



No



2. If you would be a manager for a company which will be used a database to manage works, do you think, your company will be needed a monitor application for monitoring database? (Please, tick your answer) Yes



No



3. Which colour would you prefer to the system background? (Please, make circle around the colour (Just one answer))



4. Which colour would you prefer to the text in the system? (Please, make circle to answer (Just one answer))



a. green



b. red



c. black



d. white



e. gray



5. Which type of text would you like to see in the system? (Please, make circle to answer (Just one answer))



a. Arial



b. Times New Roman c. Rosewood



d. Twcenme



6. Which text size would you like to see in the system? (Please, make circle to answer (Just one answer)) a. Eleven b. Twelve



c. Fourteen d. Sixteen
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e. Eighteen f. Twenty



The following figure presents the answers of one respondent.



Respondent‘s answers
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